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INTRODUCTION
The principal objectives of the Algal Production Raceway (APR) project are
twofold. First, we want to confirm that lipid and protein production can
be maintained over a six-month period at a sufficiently high rate to make
the project economically and energetically attractive. Second, we want to
develop a harvesting mechanism which can remove cells from the APR at a
satisfactory rate and with a minimum of energy expendature.
Much of the culture work during the first year of the project has involved
small volume chemostats, since construction of the raceway systems was not
completed until January, 1981. The chemostat work has allowed us to
thoroughly a~mine the growth and compositional characteristics of Phaeodacty-
lum tricornutum as a function of light and nutrient limitation, over a range
of temperatures and as a function of light quality. These studies clearly
showed that maximum lipid and protein production would be achieved under
light-limited conditions, and near the end of the first year a thorough study
of protein and lipid production under light-limited conditions in two strains
of P. tricornutum revealed a 40% and 70% difference in lipid and protein
production respectively between the ~~o strains. This difference in production
is quite important to the overall economics of the project.
During the first few months of operation of the APR, we were able to explore
several different cell harvesting mechanisms. At the moment the most promising
method appears to be collection of foam, which contains 10-40 times the cell
density in the APR and is produced in more-than-adequate amounts by aeration
of the raceway when culture densities reach a few million cells per ml. The
foaming is apparently the result of the release of surfactants by the cells.
A compositional analysis of cells collected from the APR has revealed results
very similar to those reported earlier for P. tricornutum in small-scale APR
prototypes.
The chief disappointment in the initial work on the APR has been our failure
to produce cell densities above about 5x10 6 cells'ml-1 at growth rates compara-
ble to those needed to make the APR concept economically attractive. Earlier
results from the APR had indicated that growth rates of about 0.4 d-1 could be
achieved at cell densities of about 2.5x10 7 cells·ml-1 , but cell densities in
our APR have never exceeded about 1.1x107 cells'ml-1 , and growth rates at these
high cell densities have been well below 0.4 d-1 • Even with cell densities of
2.5x10 7 cells·ml-1 , our calculations indicates that an .~R would have to be
about 0.6 m deep in order to achieve maximum production. The system was
initially envisioned as being operated with a depth of only a few em and at a
very high cell density, but it appears that release of inhibatory metabolites
by the cells will prevent us from operating the system in that mode. We have
therefore redesigned the APR to accommodate a greater culture depth.
CAP~ON PRODUCTION BY P. TRICO~~Tu}l BASED ON CONTINUOUS CULT11tE RESULTS
Consider an APR system having a depth D meters in which P. tricornutum is grow-
ing at a rate U ner day. If the concentration of particulate carbon in the
raceway is C g'm~3, then the rate of production of carbon is uCD g·m-2d-1 • If
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C' is the concentration of ChI a in the raceway, then attenuation of light with
depth in the culture can be well described by the equation
I = I e-KC'Z (1)
Z 0
where 1Z is the light intensity at depth Z, 10 1s the surface light intensity,
and K is the extinction coefficient of light per unit Chl a. The average light
intensity I in the water column is then
1 D 10 -KC'D
I = D ! IZdZ =KC'D (1 - e ) (2)
o
For reasons which will soon become clear, we can assume the APR will be run
under conditions in which e-Ke'n «1, so that
I s 10KC'D
Hence production in the raceway can be written as
(3)
(4)CD = llC • c'n = 'f,lCIo
u C' C'KI
Most values reported for K fall in the range 10 to 20 m2 • g-l ChI a. In the
actual APR however, we can a~pect that substances other than ChI a will scatter
and/or absorb light. Experiments conducted by us indicate a K value of about
23 at high cell densities, and measurements made in the APR in early May, 1981,
yielded a K of 22. In modeling production, we have assumed a K value of
22 m2 • g-lChl~.
Average incident solar radiation in Hawaii is estimated to be about 3.1xl01 0
BTUeacre-1·yr-1 • Taking 50% of this figure to be visible light (400 - 700 nm),
assuming a 12h photoperiod, and using appropriate conversion factors, we
calculate the mean incident light intensity to be about 1200 llEin e m-2 • 8-1•
Mean light intensities recorded by us at the APR site during May, 1981, were·
1150 lJEin em-2es-1 • We have assumed an 10 of 1200 in the following calculations.
1. Light-Limited Carbon Production
Figures 1 and 2 show plots of growth rate and the carbon:Chl!. ratio (C:C')
as a function of I for the Woods Hole (WH) strain of P. tricornutum. Analogous
data have been obtained for the West Coast (Thomas) strain. Using the smooth
curves fit to these data, the plots of total carbon production as a function of
I were generated in Figs. 3 and 4. For both strains, carbon production peaked
at ~~ I of about 35 ~Einem-2·s-1, but production was about 63% higher in the
Thomas strain. The principal difference in the two strains was in the C:C'
ratio, which was much higher in the Thomas strain. Assuming that carbon accounts
for about 55% of the ash free drJ weight (AFDW) of P. tricornutum, these
production estima~es translate into 35.9 and 58.3 short tons F~DW per acre-
year. The latter figure compares favorably with the estimate of 62.5 short tons
AFDW per acre-year in the original APR proposal.
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2. Light-Limited Lipid Production
Figure 5 shows the percentage of cellular carbon as lipid as a function of I
for the WH strain. An analogous plot was obtained for the Thomas strain.
Lipid carbon production can be calculated as a function of I by multiplying
the right-hand side of eq. 4 by the fraction of cellular carbon in lipid. The
results for the WH and Thomas strains are shown in Fig. 6 and 7. Peak lipid C
production for the lVH and Thomas strains is estimated to be 15.8 and 22.5 tons
C 'ha-1 • yr-1 at a light intensity of 35 ~Ein • m-2 • s-l. Assuming that
carbon accounts for about 74% of the AFDW of the lipid, these figures translate
into 9.5 and 13.5 short tons lipid AFDW per acre-year respectively. Assuming
that this lipid consists of 70% free oils with an energy content of 17,000 BTU
per pound, and that a barrel of oil is equivalent to 6x106 BTU, the free oil
production rate is calculated to be 37.7 and 53.7 bbl per acre-year respectively.
3. Light-Limited Protein Production
Figure 8 shows the percentage of cellular carbon as protein as a function of I
for the WH strain. An analogous plot was obtained for the Thomas strain.
Multiplying the right-hand side of eq. 4 by the fraction of cellular carbon as
protein yields the graphs of protein production shown in Figs. 9 and 10.
Maximum production again occurred at a light level of 35 ~Ein • m-2 • s-l, and
equaled 18.6 and 31.7 tons C • ha-1 • yr-1 for the WH and Thomas strains
respectively. Assuming carbon to account for 51.3% of protein AFDW, these
numbers translate into 16.2 and 27.6 short tons protein AFDW per acre-year.
4. Effect of Light on Production at a Fixed Nutrient-Limited Growth Rate
We consider here onlr the growth rate 0.41 d-1 • Although experiments were also
performed at 0.75 d- , the results at this second growth rate are qualitatively
similar to the results at 0.41 d-1 • The calculations were made using eq. 4
for total carbon production, and by multiplying eq. 4 by the fraction of
cellular carbon as lipid or protein to determine lipid and protein production
respectively. For the sake of brevity, we include only the final results here.
These results are summarized in Figs. 11-13.
It is clear from these figures that reducing the light level in a nutrient-
limited culture (by either increasing the culture density or increasing the
depth of the culture), so as to ultimately produce a light-limited culture at
the same growth rate increases the rate of production per unit area of the
culture. If this conclusion is true at all growth rate, then maximum
production is obviously obtained in a light-limited system. In order to check
this hypothesis, we performed a series of studies under nutrient-limited
conditions.
5. Effect of Nutrient Limitation on Production at I = 300 uEin -2• m
The results reported here were obtained in a manner similar to those previously
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reported. }~ximum growth rate at I = 300 ~Ein'm-2's-1 is about 1.05 d-1 and
in theory production curves based on nutrient-limited and light-limited data
should merge at that growth rate. Figures 14-16 show the relevant results for
the tvH strain. In all three cases, maximum production was achieved under light
limitation, the optimal growth rate being about 0.4 d-1• The crossing of the
total C and protein C production curves at growth rates slightly less than
1.0 d-1 reflects errors in the curve fitting process; as noted the curves should
merge at a growth rate of 1.05 d-1•
6. Conclusion
The data not only indicate that protein and lipid production are maximized in
a light-limited system, but that production of both is maximized at essentially
the same light intensity. While it is true that the compositional characteristics
of P. tricomutum vary widely as a function of growth conditions, our results
indicate that it would not be econimically or energetically reasonable to vary
the growth conditions of P. tricomutum so as to change its composition, because
deviation from optimal growth conditions reduces both protein and lipid
production. Optimal production is achieved using the Thomas strain at a light-
limited growth rate of 0.39 d-1, under which conditions about 31% of the cell's
carbon is lipid carbon and about 44% is protein carbon. From an examination
of the graphs in Figures 4, 7 and 10, it is apparent that a light intensity
slightly below the optimal value can greatly reduce production, and given day-
to-day variability in solar insolation it would presumably be desirable to
operate an APR somewhat to the right of the optimum light intensity point in
order to avoid large reductions in production on cloudy days.
EFFECT OF A CuSO~ FILTER ON LIPID AND PROTEIN PRODUCTION
Early work with the APR utilized a roughly 0.9 cm thick 3% CUS04 solution to
absorb infrared light and thus retard overheating of the culture. Some
information suggests that lipid production is stimulated when cells are grown
in blue light, and it therefore seems possible that use of CUS04 filters would
serve a dual purpose in the raceway system. The experiments reported here were
conducted with the tVH strain, using a 10% CuSO~'5H20 solution about 0.25 cm
thick contained in a plastic sandwich.
The results of the study, conducted under nutrient saturated conditions. are
shown in Fig. 17. C:Chl a ratios and the percentage of protein carbon are
increased under blue light, and the percentage of lipid C is slightly reduced.
Growth rate as a function of light intensity was virtually indentical under
blue and white light. Since introduction of the CUS04 filter obViously removes
some light quanta from the visible spectrum, an allowance must be made for this
fact in evaluating the effectiveness of the filter system in stimualting carbon
production. Since our filter removed about 40% of incoming visible quanta.
the conclusion from Fig. 17 is that at I = 35 ~Ein'm-2's-1 there would be
essentially no net enhancement of lipid production. a 20% enhancement of protein
production and a 5% enhancement of total carbon production.
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The conclusion is that while large scale enhancements of carbon production
are not likely to result from the use of CuSO~ filters, the filters can
probably be designed in a manner which will not reduce production, and will
probably lead to a modest increase. Since the filters reduce the management
costs of the raceway be retarding overheating of the culture and storing a
potentially valuable byproduct (heat), we conclude that installation of CuSO~
filters is advisable in the APR.
EFFECT OF FLASHING LIGHT ON CARBON PRODUCTION
The rationale for conducting these experiments is that efficiency of light
utilization is improved if light is provided in alternating light and dark
periods rather than continuously. The flashing light effect has been documented
for time periods as short as 0.02 sec and as long as several hours. There is
also evidence that simply modulating the light intensity about a mean value
may produce a 20-80% increase in production versus incubation at the mean
light intensity. Although the physiological mechanisms which underlie the
flashing light effect probably differ over the wide range of time scales studied,
the details of the mechanisms need not concern us. Simulation of a flashing
light or modulated light effect in the APR system could greatly enhance
production. The idea would be to grow a sufficiently dense and turbulent culture·
so that vertical mixing would introduce the cells alternately into lighted and
darkened regions. Since we anticipated that the time scale of such mixing
processes would be on the order of one second, our initial axperiments were
conducted on that time scale. The cells were exposed to light 50% of the time,
and the results compared to those from cells grotvn on continuous light.
There was little difference in the composition of the cells grown under flashing
light and continuous light. The growth rate of the cells grown under flashing
light was substantially lower than that of the cells grown under continuous
light, but the difference was often less than a factor of two. Based on the
composition and growth rate data, production curves under continuous light and
the flashing light regime are shown in Fig. 18. In making this comparison, we
have multiplied the flashing light production figures by a factor of two, on the
assumption that during the dark period the light is used to illuminate a second
culture. In effect this calculation amounts to assuming that the culture is
separated into two subpopulations, which are alternately illuminated and darkened
as the culture is mL~ed. The results show that production is enhanced at light
levels greater than about 125 - 150 ~Ein • m-2 • 5-1 under the flashing light
regime, but that there is a reduction in production at lower levels of flashing
light. The increase in production at 200 ~Ein • m-2 • S-l is only 10-15%.
While these experiments do not seem particularly encouraging from the stand-
point of increasing production, it is possible that a different light:dark
periodicity could significantly change the picture. The present results for
example indicate that for I = 1000 uEin • m- 2 • s-l, lipid production under a
flashing light regime would be about 70% greater than lipid production under
continuous light t and it is therefore conceivable that exposing populations to
short pulses of very bright light followed by relatively long periods of
darkness could substantially increase production.
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EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE ON CARBON PRODUCTION
Growth rate and composition data collected from nutrient-limited populations
of P. tricomutum indicate that a temperature of 26.5°C is nearly lethal to
P. tricornutum, while a temperature of 24.S oC appears close to optimal in terms
of maximizing growth rate. Overheating can obviously be a serious problems in
a shallow, dense culture. On the other hand, an effect to cool the raceway to
a temperature as low as 20°C for ~~ample would be costly. It is therefore
desirable to know how protein and lipid production are affected by temperature.
Our results show that the C:Chl a ratio in the cells is negatively correlated
with temperature, but that there-is very little correlation between either
percent lipid or percent protein and temperature in the range 21.5°C ~ T ~
26.5°C. As a result, carbon, protein and lipid production are all negatively
correlated with temperature, as indicated for lipid production in Fig. 19.
These experiments were carried out under nutrient-limited conditions, and it
is not clear what effect temperature will have at low light levels (~35 ~Ein •
m-2 • S-l) and nutrient-saturating conditions. However, the data in Fig. 19
indicate that at high light levels (~300 ~Ein • m-2 • s-l) and nutrient
saturating conditions (~~1.2 d-1 ) there is about a 36% increase in lipid
production if the temperature is reduced from 24.5°C to 21.5°C.
The optimum temperature at which to operate APR's will eVidently represent a
trade off becween cost of temperature control and the value of increased
production. Although temperature control beyond the use of !R filters may be
uneconomical in production APR's, temperature considerations may influence the
geographical siting of APR's. Furthermore, if a cheap cooling mechanism is
available (e.g. DTEC water effluent from a land-based OTEe facility), then
more active temperative regulation may be advisable.
APR RESULTS
Table 1 summarizes a few of the results obtained with the APR during a five-
day period from 3/18/81 to 3/23/81. During this time period, the APR was
diluted at a rate of 0.2 d- 1 • From the changes in cell numbers, particulate
carbon, particulate nitrogen and dry~ight, we conclude that the cells were
growing at a mean rate of 0.32 - 0.38 d- 1 during this period. These figures
compare reasonably well with the mean growth rate of 0.39 d- 1 reported from
earlier APR prototypes. Using the % protein versus N/C regression in Fig. 20
and the mean N/C ratio of 0.214 from the APR product in Table 2, we conclude
that the APR cells' carbon consisted of about 55% protein carbon. Assuming
that protein C accounts for 51.3% of the AFDW of protein and that C accounts
for 54.93% of the AFDW of P. tricornutum, we conclude that about 58% of the
AFDW of these cells consisted of protein. This figure compares well with the
value of 63% reported from earlier APR prototypes. An analysis of percent ash
on APR samples gave a figure of 37% as compared with a mean value of 35% from
the earlier prototype.
Thus in terms of growth rate and cellular composition, the cells in our APR
appear very similar to those in earlier APR prototypes. The principal
difference in the ~NO cultures has been in the cell densities. Cell densities



in our APR have generally been abou~ Sxl0 6 cells-ml-1 , while earlier APR's
were operated at cell densities of 20-30xl0 6 cells-ml-1 •
Let us assume for the moment that we are able to achieve a cell density of
about 25xl0 6 cells per ml in the APR. How deep a system would be required to
achieve the optimal light intensity of about 40 ~E·m-2·s-1? Based on the data
in Table 1, at a cell density of 25xl0 6 cells·ml-1 we can a~pect a ChI a
concentration of about 2250 mg-m-3 • Given this ChI a concentration and-
assuming a specific extinction coefficient of 22m2.g~ ChI a. the extinction
coefficient of light in the racway should be about sOm-1 at-a cell density of
25xl0 6 cells·ml-1 • If the incident light intensity is 1200 ~E·m-2·s-1,
reduction of the water column mean light intensity to about 40 ~E·m-2·s-1 would
require a water column 1200/(40·50) = 0.6 m deep. Assuming a surface area for
our APR of 50m2 , we have a total volume in the APR of 3000 liters.
If we assume the population is growing at about 0.4 d-1 , the optimum growth
rate based on preVious calculations, then we need to harvest the cells from
(0.40)(3000) = 1200 liters of water per day. We have found that foam is
constantly produced in the APR as a result of the aeration system which drives
the circulation_ The density of cells in this foam is about 40 times the
density of cells in the APR. Therefore we need to harvest 1200/(40-24) =
1.25 liters-hr-1 of foam. We have found thata simple commercial liquid vacuum
system will remove over 2~ per hour of foam if operated about 10% of the time.
Thus the amount of foam generated at a single point in the raceway appears more
than adequate to provide the harvesting mechanism we need. The material
collected from this foam can be easily dried in the sun in a matter of hours
to yield a product suitable for harvesting.
We therefore feel that we have identified a suitable harvesting mechanism.
There is no doubt that generation of foam can be effected at numerous points
in the APR by means of air bubbling, and the efficiency of foam production can
be increased with the use of air stones to produce fine bubbles_ At present
the foam is trapped with a weir device and removed by periodic suction, but
it is likely that in a production APR a skimmer would prove to be more energy
efficient in harvesting the foam than our suction device. We have continued
to use the suction system for the present, as it is more easily adapted to
changes in APR design.
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Our chemostat results indicate that under optimum production conditions we
can expect to produce 0.92 bbl of free oils and 0.47 short tons of protein for
every short ton of AFDW produced by the APR. Costs of operating mass culture
systems vary greatly, from about $800 per acre-year to $18,000 per acre-year.
The original APR proposal assumed an operating cost of $12,401 per acre-year.
Table 2 shows the projected break-even prices of the oil product assuming
operating costs of $12,401 and $18,000 per acre-year as a function of total
biomass production (AFDW). In making this analysis, we have assumed a value
for the protein byproduct of $248 per short ton as in the original APR proposal.
The results indicate that at an operating cost of $12,401 per acre-year, oil
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TABLE 2. BREAK-EVEN COST OF OIL PRODUCED IN APR SYSTEM. COLUMNS A AND B ASSU~.E OPERATING COSTS OF
$12,401 and $18,000 PER ACRE-YEAR RESPECTIVELY.
Total Production Protein Production Oil Production Break Even
(tons AFDW/acre-year) (tons AFDW/acre-year) (bbl/acre-year) Cost($/bbl)
A B
20 9.4 18.4 547 852
30 14.1 27.6 323 526
40 18.8 36.8 210 362
w 50 23.5 46.0 143 2650
60 28.2 55.2 98 199
70 32.9 64.4 66 153
80 37.6 73.6 42 118
90 42.3 82.8 23 91
100 47.0 92.0 8 69
can be produced at a cost comparable to today's prices if total production is
approximately 80 short tons AFDW per acre-year. If production costs reach
$18,000 per acre-year, then competitive prices would not be achieved even at
a total production rate of 100 short tons AFDW per acre-year. At this point
one may be guardedly optimistic in assuming that a total production rate of 80
short tons AFDW per acre-year can be achieved. This figure translates into 179
metric tons AFDW per ha-yr, 2-3 times the levels of production typically
achieved in mass culture systems. However, the figures is only about 35% higher
than the optimum production based on chemostat work. It is possible that the
effects of modulated blue light on the system will allow the extra production
to be achieved.
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EFFECTS OF LIGHT INTENSITY AND NITROGEN DEFICIENCY ON YIELD,
PROXIMATE COMPOSITION, AJ.'ID PHOTOSYNTHETIC EFFICIENCY OF PHAEODACTYLUM
w. H. Thomas, D. L. R. Seibert, M. Alden, and A. Neori
Institute of Marine Resources
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
University of California, San Diego
La Jolla, CA 92093
ABSTRACT
Phaeodaa~dZum tricornutum Bohlin was grown in a large 5-cm thick culture
container in seawater enriched with N, P and trace metals. The culture was
dense (~lOOO mg dry weight liter-i) and was grown at three light intensities
(39.5, 59.6, and 69.8% of maximum sunlight at La Jolla) in the batch culture
rode. The lowest intensity gave the highest yield (21.74 gut m-Zday-1) and
efficiency of photosynthetically active (400-700 rum) light utilization
(12.23%). Other intensities were slightly or greatly photoinhibitory. Con-
tinuous culture under N-sufficient conditions resulted in a somewhat lower
yield and efficiency than in batch culture. The proximate composition of
N-sufficient cells was about 60% protein, 10% carbohydrate, 20% lipid and
10-17% ash. Nitrogen deficiency greatly reduced yield, efficiency, and pro-
tein content. Lipid content was increased to 30% of the dry weight. We
conclude that, because of the reduced overall cellular yield, increased
lipid content does not result in an increased lipid yield in Phaeodaaty~um.
These results are compared with other investigations both in the laboratory
and in outdoor mass cultures.
INTRODUCTION
One of the general goals of the Solar Energy Research Institute's Aquatic
Biomass Program is to promote the use of microalgae as a source of energy
and organic products. Outdoor mass cultures are envisioned in which algae
will utilize sunlight at a high efficiency as compared with land plants (see
Wassinck et aZ.~ [1]). Much research on the production of valuable cellular
products by mass culture has been performed with freshwater microalgae,
principally Ch~oreZla [2, 3, 4, 5], but little work has been done on ~~e
capabilities of marine microalgae. This is somewhat surprising since sea-
water is an abundant source of water and certain major nutrients (K, Mg, Ca,
S, etc.) and coastal areas, partiCUlarly in the tropics, often receive a
great deal of sunlight on a yearly basis. Furthermore, marine microalgae
may be adaptable to growth in other sources of saline water such as those
often found in desert areas.
The purpose of our project is to study marine rnicroalgae (phytoplankton) in
the laboratory to provide essential basic info~ation useful for establish-
ing successful outdoor mass cultures that ~Nill produce a maximum amount of
cellular energy and valuable byproducts. We are mimicing, insofar as pos-
sible, natural sunlight, and are screening a number of marine species for
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their ability to incorporate light energy at high efficiencies into a cel-
lular product that is high in total energy (calories) and in lipid. We are
testing the effects of nitrogen deficiency and, to a certain extent, light
intensity, in manipulating the cells toward these goals. In addition to
analysis of harvested cells for total lipid and caloric content, we are
analyzing for other proximate constituents such as protein, carbohydrate,
carbon, nitrogen, and ash.
This paper reports results with the first marine microalgal species that we
have investigated, Phaeodaatylum triaornutum Bohlin. We chose this species
because it is easy to grow relative to others; a great deal is already known
about its biology, chemical composition, physiology, and biochemistry; and
it is being used as a test organism by another SERI subcontractor in Hawaii.
~1ATERIAL AND METHODS
The Microalga
We have cultured Phaeodactqlum tx-ieomutum in our laboratory for many years.
This alga was provided to us by Dr. David Leighton and probably came from
the University of California Marine Laboratorj at Bodega Bay. However, its
precise origin and strain designation are ~~nown.
Medium
Phaeodaa~ylum was grown in filtered (0.45-~ pore size) Scripps Pier sea-
water enriched with 15 mg-at N liter- 1 as (NH4)ZS04' 1.25 mg-at P liter- 1 as
KzHP04, and the trace metal mixture in medium "f" [6). For N-deficient
medi~~ the (NH4)zS04 enrichment was deleted.
Preculture
Prior to the main experiment, the alga was precultured to a high density in
a nine-liter serum bottle incubated at 21°C and a continuous, incident light
intensity of 0.056 cal cm-Zmin- 1 in the photosynthetically active spectral
range (400-700 nm). The light was supplied by a bank of fluorescent lamps.
The culture was bubbled with a 1% CO -in-air at a rate of 2000 mt min- 1
6 Z -1After a cell density of 6.72 X 10 cells rot was reached, 3.4 liters of
this preculture was poured aseptically into the main culture apparatus.
Light Supply
The main culture apparatus is diagrammed in Figure 1. The light source was
a 2000-watt tungsten-halide lamp (3200 0K) mounted in a 50-em diameter para-
bolic reflector such as is generally used for stage lighting. The la~p was
ope~ated diurnally (12:12 LID cycle). wben the lamp was turned on, voltage
was applied gradually over a one-minute period and was controlled by an auto-
matic dimmer connected to a tirr~ng circuit. This prolonged lamp life beyond
~~e rated 500 hours to >1100 hours so that one bulb was used throughout the
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experiment (94 days). The light was filtered through a 7-em thickness of
flowing tapwater and a 3-cm thickness of 3% Cuso~ to remove infra-red
radiation. Figure 2 shows spectral distributions (350-800 nm) of light
energy (3 intensities) at the culture surface with and without the CuS04
filter. The latter filter removed red and far-red irradiance quite effec-
tively. These spectral distributions were measured with an Optronics 74l-V
spectroradiometer. Light intensity was not uniform over the whole surface
of the culture1 at the medium light level it varied from 0.095 to 0.247 cal
cm- 2min- 1 in the photosynthetically active spectral range (400-700 nm) as
measured at 143 points over the culture area with aLi-Cor 190 SE flat
response energy sensor. These 143 intensities were integrated over the
whole culture surface area (705.3 cm2 ) to obtain values for total calories
received by the culture per 12-hour light period. These values were 62,715,
94,661, and 109,405 calories per culture per light period for the three
light intensities used. In 1967 Strickland [7] measured total daily sun-
light radiation at La Jolla from April to September. The maximum value was
450 cal cm- 2day-l. Over the area of our culture (705.3 cm2 ) this would be
317,389 cal day-l of which one-half (158,695 cal day-I) would be in the 400-
700 nm spectral range. Dividing the cal day-l figures for low, medium, and
high intensities for the culture by 158,695 cal day-l yields values for the
percentage of maximum sunlight at La Jolla supplied to our culture. These
were 39.5, 59.6, and 68.9%, respectively, for the three intensities. The
medium light intensity was used for most of the experiment. The lower in-
tensity was achieved by placing a plastic diffusing screen over the CuSO~
filter; and the higher intensity was achieved by moving the light source to
8 em from the tapwater filter rather than the 20 em distance shown in
Figure 1. The spectral distribution of the light was not changed by varying
these intensities (see Figure 2). At a given location at the culture sur-
face light intensities integrated from 400-700 nmby the spectroradiometer
were within 5% of those measured with the Li-Cor sensor. Daily measurements
at the location of maximum intensity (I o) with the Li-Cor sensor established
that the lamp output did not vary appreciably «10%) over the 94-day experi-
ment. Measurements (Li-Cor sensor) were also made of light (I) transmitted
through the 5 cm culture thickness to roughly follow culture growth. During
the experiment the logarithm of IlIa correlated very well with cellular dry
weight per liter (r = 0.856).
The Culture
Figure 1 shows the side configuration of the main culture container which
was constructed of clear plexiglass. It was 5 em thick, 39 em deep, and
24 cm wide. The bottom was curved for ease of mixing. The container was
filled to a depth of 28 cm with 3.4 liters of preculture, after steriliza-
tion of the container with 70% ethanol followed by a rinse with sterile de-
ionized water. An aeration (1% CO2-in-air at 2000 mi min- 1 ) tube reached
the bottom of the culture and aeration mixed the culture vigorously. The
gas was washed by bubbling through sterile deionized water. An overflow and
pressure-release tube extended to the culture surface; overflow regulated
the culture volume at 3.4 liters. A sampling tube extended into t~e center
of the culture. Sampling and harvesting we=e carried out by clamping off
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FIGURE 1. DIAGRAM OF CONTINUOUS CULTURE APPARATUS.
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FIGURE 2. SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF FILTERED 3200 0K LIGHT SUPPLIED TO !<fAIN
CULTURE. A: LOW INTENSITY, 62,715 CAL DAy- 1 ; B: MEDIUM INTENSITY,
94,661 c.1U. DAy-l; C: HIGH INTENSITY, 109,405 CAL DAy-l. THE DASHED LINE
SHOWS THE DISTRIBUTION OF B WITH THE CUSOl+ FILTER REMOVED AND WITH FILTRA-
TION ONLY THROUGH FLOWING TAPWATER.
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the overflow tube so that air pressure forced the sample out into a collec-
tion container. A fourth tube did not reach into the culture and was for the
addition of medium via peristaltic pumping from a 20-liter glass carboy. The
medium consisted of sterile-filtered Scripps Pier seawater enriched as de-
scribed above. It was continuously mixed by aeration. The culture and
medium were in contact only with plexiglass plastic, Pyrex glass, and sili-
cone rubber. While temperature-controlled water was circulated through a
cooling jacket surrounding the sides of the culture container, this was not
adequate to control culture temperature and temperature was principally con-
trolled by placing the entire apparatus, including the lamp, in a cold room
set at 20°C. During the 94-day experiment the culture temperature was 22.7
± 1. QOC as measured daily two hours after the light came on. Because tempera-
ture control could only be achieved with the cold room air-conditioner, we
did not attempt to vary temperature diurnally.
Sampling, Harvesting, and Growth Measurements
Daily sampling for routine growth measurements was carried out over the full
94 days of the experiment by withdrawing <100 mt of cell suspension. peri-
odically larger amounts (300-700 rot) were withdrawn as harvests for proximate
and caloric analyses. Portions of each harvest (240 rot or greater) were
centrifuged at 1270 g for 20 minutes. The centrifuged cells were washed once
with deionized water and dried at 60°C. Other portions of the harvest or
sample were filtered on glass fiber filters for proximate analyses and dry
weight determinations. The dry weight samples 'Here dried at 60°C and the
other samples were frozen for later analysis.
Growth was measured by cell numbers, optical density, and dry weight. Cells
were counted in diluted (filtered seawater) suspensions with a Model B
Coulter Counter. Optical density was measured at 750 nm in a 1 em spectro-
photometer cell. For dry weights, filters were weighed on a Cahn micro-
balance. The weights were corrected for adsorbed salts by weighing blank
filters through which filtered seawater had been run. Cell numbers corre-
lated well (r = 0.821) with dry weights throughout the experiment as did
optical densities (r = 0.867). pH of the cell suspension was measured daily
or oftener. Due to NHl++ uptake, pH was sometimes reduced to values <5.0.
It was adjusted back to levels >7.0 by addition of 1M KOH.
Analvtical Met~ods
•
Total cellular carbon, nitrogen and hydrogen analyses were performed with a
Hewlett-Packard Model 185 CHN analyzer [8]. Cellular protein was calculated
from the %N value X 6.25. Cellular carbohydrate was analyzed by the phenol-
H2 SOl+ spectrophotometric method of Myklestad and Haug [91. To ensure thatpolysaccharide was hydrolyzed completely by the 80% H2S04 , the samples were
heated for one hour at 10QoC and then allowed to stand at room temperature
for 24 hours. Lipid was extracted from frozen filtered cells by 2:1 (V/V)
methanol-chloroform at 40°C [101. The extract was washed with deionized
water to remove water-soluble material and an aliquot was dried at 40°C in a
teflon cup and weighed on the microbalance. Considerable methanol-chloroform
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extractable material was removed by the water wash and the lipid values would
have been much higher if the wash had not been done. After their initial
weighing, dry weight filters were heated at 450°C overnight and reweighed to
determine ash content. Ash was also determined by weighing the residue from
the combustion of caloric samples and by combustion of 5-10 mq pellets of
cells at 450°C. Caloric values were determined with a Phillipson microbomb
calorimeter in dried, centrifuged cells. The calorimeter was connected to a
recorder and to a millivoltmeter and the apparatus was standardized by com-
busting known weights of benzoic acid. Cells were filtered and frozen for
pigment analyses, but these have not yet been completed. During the develop-
ment of N-deficiency (attained by pumping in N-free medium), NH4 + in the
supernatant from centrifuged samples was measured with a Lazar NH 4 + electrode.
Analytical Precision
Five separate samples were filtered for each analysis. Precision (standard
deviation/mean) was 6.3%, 5.8%, 18.9%, 18.6%, 11.9%, <1%, and 2.3% for
analyses of carbon, nitrogen (and protein), hydrogen, carbohydrate, lipid,
cell numbers, and dry weight, respectively. Only a few replicates were
determined for calories and ash. The "±" values reported are standard devia-
tions.
RESULTS
Light Intensity Effects on Batch Culture eN-Sufficiency)
Initially the culture was grown in batch mode without dilution at a light
intensity chosen to approximate 50% sunlight. The actual intensity was
about 60% of the maximum smnmer intensity at La Jolla [7]. At the end of the
experiment the effects of two additional intensities were tested.
Figure 3 shows increases in dry weight at the three intensities. Increases
in cell numbers and optical density were also linear. Table 1 gives the
various culture parameters at these intensities. The maximum growth rate and
yield occurred at the lowest intensity; these decreased slightly at the
medium intensity; and apparent photoinhibition occurred at the highest inten-
sity. The efficiency of light utilization was maximal at the lowest inten-
sity and decreased greatly with increasing intensity. Although yield de-
creased only slightly at the medium intensity, the efficiency was much less
than that at low intensity since more light ~Nas probably being supplied than
could be used and there may have been slight photoinhibition at this medium
intensity.
At the three light intensities there were no large differences in the proxi-
mate chemical composition of the crop nor in caloric content. The yield of
lipid at low, medium, and high intensities was calculated to be 5.63, 4.11,
and 3.21 gm m-2day-l, respectively; the yield of protein was 12.98, 12.08,
and 10.05 gm m-2day-l, respectively, at the three intensities.
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FIGURE 3. GROtV'l'H OF PHAEODACTYLUM AT THREE LIGHT INTENSITIES. A: AT
62,715 CAL. DAy-l; B: AT 94,661 CAL. DAy-I; C: AT 109,405 CAL. DAy-l.
THE GROWTH CURVES ARE DISPLM:ED FOR CLARITY.
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TABLE 1. PH1>EODACTYLUM BATCH CULTURE PARAMETERS
AT THREE LIGHT INTENSITIES AND NITROGEN SLTFICIENCY.
A
Batch Culture
B c
Culture Dates
Light**:
2/28-3/2/81 12/12-12/14/80 3/3-3/5/81
Intensity
Cal culture-1day-l
% of maximum La Jolla sunlight
Growth:
Rate (mg liter-1day-l)
Yield (grn m-2day-l)
Proximate Composition:
Carbon (% dry weight)
Nitrogen (% dry weight)
Hydrogen (% dry weight)
Protein (% dry weight)
Carbohydrate (% dry weight)
Lipid (% dry weight)
Ash (% dry weight)
Energy Content:
Calories rng d~ weight- 1
Calories mg C-
Efficiency**:
Low
62,715
39.5
451
21. 74
48.4 ± 5.9
9.6 ± 0.8
14.0 ± 3.4
59.7± 5.3
13.0±3.1
25.9 ± 3.1
16.9
4.97
10.27
12.23
Medium
94,661
59.6
439
21.16
46.8 ± 3.5*
9.1±0.6*
15.3 ± 6.9*
57.1::3.6*
10.5±1.4*
19.4±2.1*
10.6*
5.09*
10.55*
8.09
High
109,405
68.9
354
17.09
42.6 ± 1. 7
9.4±0.8
23.9 ± 19.9
58.8±5.3
11.3 ± 1. 7
18.8::0.9
15.5
4.93
11.57
3.49
* Proximate composition and calories from continuous culture
(N sufficiency) on 12/29/80 and 1/5/81 samples.
** Light values are for photosynthetically active radiation
(400-700 nm) and efficiencies are calculated only for that
part of the spectrum.
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Continuous Culture (Medium Light Intensity, N-Sufficiencv, 0.48 Volume Dav- 1 )
Following the batch culture at medium light intensity, N-enriched medium was
pumped into the culture at a nominal rate of 0.5 culture volume day-l and the
culture overflow was collected. This part of the experiment lasted 19 days.
The mean overflow volume was 1628 ± 99 mi day-l; this gave an actual dilution
rate of 0.48 volume day-1. The mean dry weight of cells was 702 ± 47 mg
liter-I. The mean 0itical density was 2.23 ± 0.42 and the mean cell number
was 12.47 ± 1.61 X 10 cells ~-l. From the overflow volume and dry weight
values a yield of 16.20 gm m-2day- l was calculated. The proximate composi-
tion of the cells was 48.2 ± 2.6%C, 9.4 ± O..2%N, 17.9 ± 5.5%H, 15.5% ash, 58.9
±l.l% protein, 11.2 ± 0.8% carbohydrate, and 19.9 ± 3 ..5% lipid. The yield of
protein, carbohydrate, and lipid would thus be 9.54, 1.81, and 3.22 gm m-2
day-1, respectively. The caloric value of the cell material was 5.09 cal
tug-1dry weight- I • The culture produced 1143 mg dry weight day-1 or 5813
cellular calories day-1 and adsorbed 99 .. 0% of the light that was supplied or
93714 calories day-l.. Thus the photosYnthetic efficiency was 6.20%.
At medium light intensity with N-sufficiency, batch culture gave a higher
yield and efficiency than continuous culture -- 21.21 gm m-2day-l and 8.09%.
We might have been able to dilute the culture slightly faster and achieve
still higher yields and efficiencies in the continuous mode of operation, but
determining the proper balance between dilution with N-enriched medium and
growth to maintain a maximum yield is difficult when growth proceeds in a
linear manner. The dilution rate for matching continuous culture to batch
culture is highly dependent on the dry weight liter- I At the crop weight
we found (702 mq liter-I) the culture could have been diluted at 0.625 vol-
umes day-1 to attain a yield equivalent to that in batch culture. Later on
in the experiment, diluting at -0.75 volume day-l resulted in washo~t of the
cells so this latter rate was too high.
Development of N-Deficiency (Medium Light Intensity, Continuous Culture, 0.48
-1 )Volume Day
Nitrogen deficiency was induced by diluting the culture at the same rate as
before with medium to which no NH 4+ was added. A~ Day 1 the NH~+ concentra-
tion in the culture medium was 11.0 mg-at N liter 1 (see Figure 4). Since
the complete medium contained 15 mg-at N liter-l, the difference should have
been 4 mg-at N liter- 1 in the cells. Calculation of the cellular N from the
dry weight and %N value for this day gave a value of 4.1 mg-at cellular N
1iter-1. Thus there was good agreement in total N in t.1-t.e cells as determined
in two independent ways. The NH u+ concentration in solution decreased ex-
ponentially to zero «0.0001 mg-at NH~+-N liter-I) at Day 4 of deficien~J
(Figure 4). .
Figure 4 also shows changes in crop parameters. Dry weight and cell nlZt'lbers
remained nearly constant until the ~ri~+ was used up and thereafter decreased.
Optical density decreased thrcughout the period of dilution r.-lith -N medium.
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FIGURE 4. CHANGES IN PHAEODACTYLUM CROP PARAMETERS AND IN NH4 + CONCENTRA-
TION DURING THE DEVELOPMENT OF NITROGEN DEFICIENCY (MEDIUM LIGHT INTENSITY,
CONTINUOUS CULTURE AT 0.48 VOLtJMES DAy-l) •
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Table 2 shows the yields as deficiency developed. These were determined by
multiplying the dry weight liter- 1 by the overflow volume in liters. Yields
decreased greatly after the NH~+ level in solution dropped to zero and cellu-
lar N decreased. Also shown in Table 2 are cellular caloric values and effi-
ciencies of light utilization. Caloric content increased somewhat when N-
deficiency was pronounced due to increased lipid content (see Figure 6), al-
though the caloric increase was not as dramatic as the decrease in yield and
N content. Calories per unit carbon did not change with N-deficiency. The
mean value was 9.93 ± 1.52 calories mg C- 1 during the whole development of de-
ficiency. Efficiencies of light utilization were calculated from the yield,
caloric content, and light absorbed by the culture. Efficiencies did not
change greatly with decreasing cellular N since caloric content increased as
yield decreased. The mean yield of lipid in N-sufficient cells (Days 1-4)
was 2.95 gm m-2day-1; that in N-deficient cells (Days 5-7) was 2.69 gm m-2
day-1 Thus even though the lipid content increased with N-deficiency
(Figure 6), the yield of lipid was about the same as in N-sufficient cells.
However mean protein yield decreased greatly; it was 7.59 gm m-2day-1 in N-
sufficient cells and 2.34 gm m-2day-1 in deficient cells.
Figures 5 and 6 show the changes in cellular proximate composition with the
development of N-deficiency. Cellular N and protein decreased greatly after
NH~+ was used up (Day 4). Cellular C did not change greatly nor did ash con-
tent. Cellular carbohydrate increased significantly (p < 0.01) on Day 6 and
then decreased. Cellular lipid increased significantly (p < 0.01) on Days 6
and 7. With N-deficiency, photosynthetically fixed carbon may be shunted
first into carbohydrate and then into lipid, in contrast to the formation of
the main metabolic product, protein, in N-sufficient cells. The increased
lipid content and corresponding degree of reduction in the cells was paral-
lelled by an increase in cellular H on Day 7. Extreme deficiency (Day 12)
did not result in maintenance of a high lipid or H content even though cel-
lular N was further decreased, and caloric content was also increased. Calo-
ric samples from that day were "oily to the touch" and we cannot explain why
the lipid and H contents did not remain high.
In healthy cells, the cytoplasm was dispersed throughout the cell while in N-
deficient cells the cytoplasm was clumped in the center of the cell. Oil
droplets were possibly present in N-deficient cells, but we are not entirely
sure of this point. Cell size did not change with N-deficiency nor did dry
weight cell- 1 The latter was 56.6 ± 8.4 picograms cell- 1 in N-sufficient
cells and under -N conditions it was 50.5 ± 9.2 picograms cell- 1 In all of
our microscopic observations cells THere single and fusiform; we never saw
triradiate cells.
Recovery From N-Deficiency
To allow the cells to recover from deficiency we pumped N-enriched medium
into the culture. Recovery was slow and grow~~ did not keep up with dilution
for several days. Therefore we stopped p~~ping and allowed the cells to re-
cover under batch culture conditions. It still took 10 days for the cells to
fully recover, at which time cellular composition was nearly identical to
that measured earlier in healthy cells.
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TABLE 2. YIELDS, CALORIC CONTENT, AND EFFICIENCIES OF LIGHT UTILIZATION AS PUAEODACTYLUM
CONTINUOUS CULTURES WERE SHIFTED TO NITROGEN DEFICIENCY i
(MEDIUM LIGHT INTENSITY, 0.48 VOLUMES DAy-I).
Date Day Cellular Calories Calories Efficiency Yield Lipid Protein
N Content mg dry mg C- 1 (\) (gm dry Yield Yield
(% of -1 -2 (gIn dry (gm dryweight weight m
dry \"eight) -1 ) weight m- 2 weight m- 2day
day-I) day-1)
1/5/81 1 9.1 4 .. 92 10 .. 51 5.43 14.61 2.91 8.34
1/6/81 2 9.6 3.37 6.17 3.50 13.70 2.73 8.51
1/7/81 3 8.7 4.39 9.75 4.81 14.48 2.82 7.83
1/8/81 4 5.7 4.24 9.98 5.01 15.85 3.72 5.64
.f:- 1/9/81 5 3.2 3.69 11.46 4.05 13.96 2.79 2.83
\0
1/10/81 6 3.9 5.53 10.93 4.91 10.43 2.89 2.51
1/11/81 7 3.5 5.48 10.15 4.09 7.75 2.39 1.67
1/16/81 12 2.5 5.73 10.48 * * * *
* Extreme N-deficiencYi no dilution (pumping) ; no growth; yields and efficiency could not
be calculated.
FIGURE 5. CHANGES IN %C, N, AND H DURING THE DEVELOPMENT OF NITROGEN DEFI-
CIENCY IN PHAEODACTYLUM (MEDIUM LIGHT INTENSITY, CONTINUOUS CULTURE AT 0.48
VOLUMES DAy- 1 UNTIL DAY 7 -- SEE ARROt'1).
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FIG"URE 6. CF.ANGES IN % PROTEIN, CARBOHYDRATE, LIPID, AND ASH DURING THE DE-
VELOPMENT OF NITROGEN DEFICIENCY IN PHAEODACTYLUM (MEDIUM LIGHT INTENSITY,
CONTINUOUS CULTURE AT 0.48 VOLUMES DAy-l UNTIL DAY 7 -- SEE ARROW).
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Continuous Culture at 0.25 Volumes Day-1 Under +N and -N Conditions (Medium
Light Intensity)
Following recovery we pum~ed +N medium into the culture at an actual dilution
rate of 0.25 volumes day- to see if dry weight liter- 1 would increase
enough to increase yield over that at 0.48 volumes day-1. Dry weight did in-
crease to 1045 ± 16 mg liter-lover that observed at 0.48 volumes day-1 (702 ±
47 ~? liter- 1) but the yield at t~~ ne! dilution rate was on~1 11.59 gm m-z
day as compared with 16.20 gm m day 1 at 0.48 volumes day .
We then took the culture through an N-deficiency cycle by diluting with -N
medium at this new rate. Full deficiency took an additional day to achieve
(to %N=3.l) as compared with t.~at during the former dilution rate and the
effects of deficiency were not as marked as before. That is, lipid increased
from 19.7% of the dry weight to only 23.2% and caloric values increased from
4.91 calories mg-1 to 5.31 calories mg-1 Protein, of course, decreased
greatly -- from 58.3% to 19.7%, but other constituents did not change appre-
ciably. Yield went from 11.59 gm m-Zday-1 (+N) to 7.11 gm m-Zday-1 (full de-
ficiency). Efficiency of light utilization went from 4.16% (+N) to 3.19%
(-N) •
It seems apparent that diluting at this rate was very much sub-optimal as
compared with 0.48 volumes day-1 (+N conditions) where the yield was 16.20 gm
m-Zday-1 and the efficiency was 6.20% (see above).
DISCUSSION
When we planned this experiment, we opted for a light intensity close to 50%
of that of sunlight, since this was what might be received by outdoor mass
cultures screened by some sort of an infra-red absorbing filter, i.e. a CuSO~
solution. The actual intensity during most of the experiment was about 60%
of the :naximum summer sunlight intensity at La Jolla. This was probably
slightly inhibitory and definite photoinhibition was found at an intensity of
69% of sunlight (see Figure 3 and Table 1).
Mann and Myers [11] determined that photosynthesis (Oz evolution~ 1 em culture
thickness, 40 mg drj wei~ht liter- 1)in FhaeodaatyZum was saturated at an in-
tensity of 0.057 cal cm- min-lor for our culture vessel area and over a
-1 -1
whole 12-hour day, 28,945 cal culture day Goldman [12J gives a general
curve (his Figure 11, top curve) for yield versus light intensity at a simi-
lar saturation intensity (Is = 0.06 cal cm-Zmin- 1 ) , but in that curve does not
consider photoinhibition. At our low intensity (62,715 cal cUlture-1day-1)
the yield- from his curve would be approximately 22 gm m-Zday-1. In batch
culture we obtained a yield of 21.74 gm m-2day-1 at this intensity. It is
probable, that in our well-mixed, 5-cm thick culture with a drj weight approx-
imately 25 times that used by Mann and Myers, the mean light seen by the cells
was very close to the saturation intensity they found for a thinner, less
dense culture. The agreement in these comparisons is remarkable since they
measured short-term photosynthesis and we measured increases in dry weight
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over a two-day period. Using Goldman's curve to calculate yield at our
medium and high intensities, the values would be approximately 30 and 35 gm
m-
zday-1, respectively. We attribute our lower yields (Table 1) to photo-
inhibition. Further empirical studies are needed on the effect of intensity
on yield and efficiency in dense cell suspensions with a culture vessel such
as ours (or in a thicker culture vessel) i such studies would have obvious
applications to outdoor mass cUlturing.
Goldman [13] has summarized maximum and average yields of various algae in
many outdoor mass culture studies up to 1977. The maximum values range from
-2 -1 -2 -111-35 gm m day and the average values range from 2-27 gm m day • In a
-2 -1later paper [14] he states that maximum yields of 30-40 gIn m day can be
expected under ideal conditions. A maximum yield of 3S. 6 gm m- 2 day-1 for
sewage-grown algae in the summer of 1979 in Israel was found by Shelef et aZ.
[15] • Their yearly average was 25.2 gm m-2day-1 • The maximum yield was
fOWld at a pond depth of 25 em and without a light filter to remove infra-red
irradiance. Yields were reduced by greater pond depth. Further yield values
are given by various authors in reference 5. With Phaeodaatrflum, Ansell et:
al. [16] reported a yield of 8 gm m-2day-l in outdoor culture and Raymond
[17] obtained a yield of 41 gm m-2day-1 in an outdoor S-cm thick culture in
Hawaii. Our yield at the lowest light intensity in batch culture under
nutrient-sufficient conditions was 21.74 gm m-2day-l. This value is within
the range of those reported above. We wonder, if the culture thickness were
varied and the truly optimal light intensity was determined for a given thick-
ness, that Phaeodaatylum could not be "pushed" further. To do this we might
also increase the nutrient concentration in the medium. The nitrogen content
of our present medium would support a crop of 2200 mg liter- 1• It seems nec-
essary to obtain a balance between the medium, culture thickness, light inten-
sity, and culture dry weight to push Phaecdactulum to its maximum yield. The
same considerations would be necessary to push any alga and such data would
be useful in outdoor culture applications.
The efficiency of light utilization by PhaeodactyZurn in our culture system
varied greatly with culture conditions (light intensity, N supply, etc.).
However our maximum efficiency -- 12.23% utilization of photosynthetically
active radiation -- is very close to a value of 13% reported by Raymond [17]
for this species in outdoor culture. Goldman [12] suggests that the maximum
theoretical efficiency would be about 20%. Here again, variation of culture
thickness 1 cell density, light intensity supplied, and nutrient supply might
increase the actual measured efficiency.
In fusiform Phaeodaatylum cells Lewin et aZ. [18] reported that the protein,
carbohydrate, lipid, and ash contents were 41%, 2%, 34%, and 12% of ~~e dry
weight, respectively, and that miscellaneous water- or acid-soluble compounds
contributed an additional 12%. Their culture conditions are not stated. In
healthy, exponentially-growing FhaeodactyZum cells, Parsons et aZ. [19] re-
ported that protein, car.bohydrate, fat, and ash made up 33%, 24%, 6.6%, and
7.6% of the dry weight, respectively. Our values for protein (-60%) in N-
sufficient cells were much higher than those previously reported. Our carbo-
hydrate (-10%) and lipid (-20%) values were intermediate between the previous
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values~ and our ash values (10-17%) are similar to those reported by Lewin
ei: at. and somewhat higher than those given by Parsons et: at.
In our N-sufficient cells the sum of the percentages of protein, carbohydrate,
lipid, and ash was generally near 100%. Lewin et at. [18] also reported a
recovery near 100% but added an unknown water- and acid-soluble fraction to
the protein, carbohydrate, lipid and ash percentages to calculate this re-
covery. Parsons et at. I19] obtained a recovery of 73% but did not include
such a soluble fraction. In our N-deficient cells recoveries were generally
low (60-85%). We did not routinely measure the water-soluble polar material
obtained after methanol-chloroform extraction of lipid samples, but a few
weighings of this material indicated that it was an appreciable fraction. It
may increase in N-deficient cells~ would increase total recovery~ and would
be measured along with the non-polar lipids if we had not washed the methanol-
chloroform extract.
We obtained values for calories per carbon of around 10-11 calories mg c- 1 •
These are similar to the general value of 11.4 calories mg c- 1 found by
Platt and Irwin [20]. Our values for this relationship did not change with
nitrogen deficiency.
Nitrogen deficiency resulted in a large decrease in protein content and an
increase in lipid content. However, N limitation greatly decreased the over-
all dry weight yield so that lipid yield was not increased even though cellu-
lar lipid content went up. Thus, for this species, we conclude that manipu-
lation of cellular N content is not the best procedure to maximize lipid
yield.
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I. GENE~~ BACKGROUND
The most outstanding feature of the oxygenic photosynthetic organisms
(higher plants, eucaryo tic algae, and cyanobacteria) is their abUi ty to
utilize water molecules as the source of reductant for their biosynthetic
processes. As a result, they are true producers of energy, capable of a net
conversion and storage of solar radiant energy into the chemical free energy
of their biosynthetic products. The algal research project at SERI is a long-
term basic research effort attempting to adapt and to modify (by physiologi-
cal, biochemical, and genetic means) the oxygenic photosynthesis and associat-
ed cellular metabolic processes of the eucaryo tic algae to produce fuels and
chemicals. The basic principle of photobiological fuel and chemical produc-
tion linked to the oxygenic photosynthesis is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. Oxygenic Phctcsvnt- ests for Fuel Production
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In the oxygenic photosynthetic organisms, a unique light-driven redox
reaction (which is catalyzed by a chlorophyll-containing, enzyme-pigment
macromolecular complex, known as PHOTOSYSTEM II or PSII, located in the photo-
synthetic membrane systems of these organisms) extracts electrons from water
molecules and liberates molecular oxygen. A second light-driven redox reac-
tion catalyzed by another chlorophyll-containing, macromolecular complex of
enzymes and pigments (known as PHOTOSYSTEM I or PSI) further activates these
electrons generated by the water-splitting reactions of PSII to a redox poten-
tial which is nearly 0.2 V more negative (i.e., having a stronger reducing
power) than that of the H2/H+ redox couple at pH 7. These highly energetic
electrons (reductants) are stabilized in the form of a reduced, low-potential
redox carrier molecule, such as ferredoxin (Fd, a non-heme, iron-sulfur pro-
tein). In the presence of an appropriate hydrogen catalyst (e.g., hydrogen-
ase). the reduced ferredoxin can donate its electron to the hydrogen ions (H+)
yielding molecular hydrogen (H2) , a gaseous fuel [Fig. 1, reaction (1)].
However, under normal photosynthesis, the low potential reductants are utiliz-
ed to generate a reduced nucleotide (NADPH), an universal physiological redox
carrier, which is used for the reductive fixation of carbon dioxide to carbo-
hydrates. The low-potential photosynthetic reductants (such as ferredoxin or
NADPH) also participate directly or indirectly in many reductive biosynthetic
processes leading to the formation of more cell mass as the final product
[Fig. 1, reaction (2)]. Under special conditions, some species of algae can
be induced to channel a large fraction of their photosynthetically fixed
carbon into various b10synthetic pathways leading to lipid biosynthesis [Fig.
1, reaction (3)]. Oils and hydrocarbons may accumulate. In some cases, they
may constitute a large fraction of the total algal mass. Tnese oleaginous
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algae may lend themselves to future adaptation and development as efficient
solar energy to liquid-fuel transducers.
II. PROJEcr OUTLINES AND PRELL~INARY RESULTS:
Based on the above-mentioned, brief outline of the principle of fuel and
chemical production via oxygenic photosynthesis, the algal research project in
the Photoconversion Branch at SERI emphasizes on the following tlolO areas of
study: (1) hydrogenase system and hydrogen metabolism of green algae; and (2)
lipid metabolism and oil/hydrocarbon accumulation in eucaryotic microalgae.
A. Algal Hydrogenase and Hydrogen Production.
Research on the hydrogenase and hydrogen metabolism of algae is directed
to obtain basic information needed to resolve the major technical problems
(see Fig. 2) associated with algal hydrogen production linked to photobiologi-
cal oxidation of water.
Ferredoxin
/
/
Pseudocyclic
Flow
/
/
FD-NADP
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8
_....-/
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\
Figure 2. Technical Problem Areas Associated with PhotoproductJon of H2 by Algae
The solid arrows indicate reactions leading toward Hz production,whilethe broken arrows
denote competing side reactions.
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ClearlYt most of the technical problems arise because whenever water serves as
the substrate for hydrogen productLon, oxygen is liberated as an obligatory
by-product. As oxygen concentration builds UPt various 02-induced back reac-
tions (such as the oxy-hydrogen reaction and autooxidation of the photosynthe-
tic redox carriers) are accelerated. These back reactions reduce the yield of
H2 and consequently reduce the net energy efficiency of the system. More
critically t in systems using algal hydrogenase as the hydrogen catalyst t
oxygen moLecufes , even in very low concentr atLons , rapidly deactivate the
enzyme. Thus t algal photoproduction of H1 from water is generally limited to
very short durations. In most cases, simultaneous 02 and ~ production of
eucaryotic algae lasts only a few minutes. To obtain basic information needed
to solve the technical problems associated with algal hydrogenase, we have
undertaken a systemtic characterization of the hydrogenase system in the
unicellular green alga, c. reinhardti1 t with special emphasis on: (a) under-
standing biochemical events leading to the appearance of active algal hydro-
genase during anaerobic adaptation ~ vitro t and (b) characterizing the bio-
chemical and catalytic properties of the enzyme in vitro.
Evidence was obtained indicating that an energy-requiring (or ATP-consum-
ing) step is involved in the process of hydrogenase activation during anaero-
bic incubation. Recently we observed a very strong stimulatory effect by
various anions on the catalytic activity of the algal enzyme in cell-free
reactions involving the nonphysiological redox carrier, methyl viologen
(MV). Interestingly, we also observed that anions are potent competitive
inhibitors whenever the redox reactions catalyzed by the enzyme is mediated
via the physiological electron carrier, ferredoxin. Additional data and the
technical implication of this anionic effect will be presented.
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B. Algal Lipid Metabolism and Oil/Hydrogen Accumulation.
The term algal oil and hydrocarbon is defined as that class of carbona-
ceous, lipoidal compounds which are produced by the algal cells, are not
covalently linked to the cellular proteins or carbohydrates, and are charac-
terized by a high content of reduced carbon (such as -CH3, =CHZ' or :Qi)
relative to that of the oxygenated carbon (such as :COH, =C=O or -COOH).
Thus, algal oil and hydrocarbon are, in principle, readily extractable and
easily separated from other cellular consti tuents. Because of their high
reduced-carbon content, algal oil and hydrocarbons have high caloric value and
may be converted into fuels without a large net input of additional chemical
energy.
For the analysis of lipid metabolism and oil/hydrocarbon accumulation in
algae, we have focused our attention, mainly, on unicellular, eucaryotic algal
species of fresh-water and soil origin. The major emphases here are: (1) to
understand the biosynthetic pathways involved in the production of algal oils
and lipids; and (Z) to analyze the control mechanisms involved in the regula-
tion of the oleaginous capacity in algal cells. The ultimate goal of this
research effort is to obtain the basic and fundamental information necessary
for the development of biochemical and genetic manipulations of algal oil and
lipid productivity so that oleaginous algal species can be used as efficient
solar energy to liquid fuel and chemical transducers.
Recently, we developed highly efficient cytochemical staining techniques
for screening and evaluating a large number of algal species for their oleagi-
nous capacity. This staining technique is based on a drastic change in solu-
bility as well as a Large spectral shift accompanying the protonation and
deprotonation of the dye molecule CI Basic Blue 12. In an acidic aqueous
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solution (pH <5) the dye is protonated and absorbs strongly in the red spec-
tral region. The blue protonated dye in acidic aqueous solution is not read-
ily extracted into the n-nonanl., At neutral to mildly alkaline pH, the dye
readily partitions into the lipoidal phase as the deprotonated free base that
absorbs strongly in the blue spectral region and thereby has a yellowish-
orange color. When samples of algae are pulse stained with the dye ncr Basic
Blue 12" under appropriate conditions, the intracellular oil droplets of the
cells can be readily observed as yellowish-orange structures, while more polar
cellular constituents are stained deep blue (see Fig. 3). Using this techni-
que, a large number of algal species grown under diverse nutritional condi-
tions can be readily screened for their ability to produce and accumulate
oils. Our initial screening identified the following species as good poten-
tial oil or hydrocarbon producers: Neochloris oleoabundans, N. pseudostig-
mata, !:... texensis, and Chlorocroccum oleofaciens. The effect of nutritional
physiological parameters on relative rate of increase of algal mass and oil
content of these organisms is currently being investigated.
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A. Old cells of C. oleofaciens
accumulate copious amount of
ois (arrows).
B. Oil droplets (arrows) are readily
released from notrogen-starled
cells of N. oleoabundans.
\
c. The cells of ~. pseudostig~ata
produce oil of low apparent
viscosity. Under ~oderate ~echanical
pressure the intracytoplasmic oil
(arrows) acc~mulates in t~e space
bet~een the partially ra?tured
cytoplasmic ~embrane and the
intact cell wall.
FIG.3 EXAMPLES OF OLEAGINOUS ALGAE
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ASSESSMENT OF BLUE-GREEN ALGAE IN SUBSTANTIAlLY REDUCING
NITROGEN FERTILIZER REQUIREMENTS FOR BIOMASS FUEL CROPS
D. B. Andersonl, P. M. Molton' and B. Metting2
Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richland, WA 993521
and
R&A Plant/Soil, Inc., Pasco, WA 9930,2
ABSTRACT
Laboratory, mass culture and field studies are being undertaken in order to assess
the potential of using blue-green algae (cyanobacteria) as nitrogen biofertilizers
on irrigated ground. Of seven candidate strains, two were chosen for application
to replicated field plots sown to field corn and the basis of laboratory-scale
soil tray experiments at Battelle PNL and ease of semi-continuous 8,000 t culture
at R&A Plant/Soil, Inc. Chosen were Anabaena BM-165, isolated from a local soil
and Tolypothrix tenu;s, imported from India. Using the acetylene reduction method,
Anabaena is estimated from laboratory soil experiments to be able to fix from
30-62 kg N/ha/year, and has been mass cultured to a density of 1527 mg dry wt/t.
T. tenuis ;s estimated from laboratory experiments to be able to fix from 27-65 kg
N/ha/year, and has been mass cultured to a density of 1630 mg dry wt/z.
INTRODUCTION
Blue-green algae (cyanobacteria) are photosynthetic, O,-evolving prokaryotic micro-
organisms, many of which are able to satisfy cellular and metabolic nitrogen needs
by fixing N from the air. In addition, certain blue-green algae are able to fix
nitrogen unBer aerobic conditions, an ability not possessed by the majority of
other diazotrophic bacteria, due to the presence of specialized N,-fixing cells
known as heterocysts. For further details regarding the ecology ~nd biology of
blue-green algae, particularly on soil, see Stewart [1] and Metting [2].
It is well known that N2- f i xing blue-green algae are integral components of culti-
vated and uncultivated soils [2]. Indeed, free-living blue-green algae have for
years been used in India to supply Nto rice in flooded soils and, to a lesser extent,
to irrigated corn, sugarcane and vegetable crops [3]. While it is well documented
that endemic populations of blue-green algae fix from 15-100 kg N/ha/yr on temperate
soils [4,5,6], the potential for using mass cultures as a nitrogen supplement or
substitute with irrigated crops in temperate zones has not been assessed.
Information regarding mass cultivation of nitrogen-fixing blue-green algae other
than that reported by Watanabe [7,8] and Venkataraman [3] is not readily accessible.
OBJECTIVES
The overall goal of the project is to quantify the extent to which the nitrogen
requirements of corn can be met using mass cultured blue-green algae. Specific
objectives include 1) isolation or other procurement of candidate strains of
blue-green algae, 2) selection of the most favorable medium for growth of candidate
algae, 3) monitoring growth and nitrogen fixation of candidate algae on soil in
short term laboratory experiments, 4) quantifying growth of candidate algae in 8,000 2
semi-continuous mass culture, 5) selection of two blue-green algae for field testing
on the basis of results gathered from laboratory experiments and mass culture
trials, 6) application of mass cultured algae to replicate plots sown to field corn
7) quantification of algal growth, nitrogen fixation, fluctuations in soil N, and
yield of corn, and 8) assessment of the potential large-scale impact of bio-fertilization
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with blue-green algae on the overall energy budget associated with production of
irrigated crops.
METHODS AND RESULTS TO DATE
Procurement of Candidate Blue-Green Algae
Objective 1 was accomplished by assembling algal cultures isolated by Metting [9J
(Anabaena BM-165, Nostoc muscorum, and CYlindrospermum sp.), and borrowed from G. S.
Venkataraman, Indian Culture Collection of Microa1gae (To1ypothrix tenuis, Au10sira
ferti1issima, Anabaena V-310, and Nostoc v-220). Cultures were maintained on agar
slants and in soil-water tubes.
Laboratory Growth Experiments
Experiments were undertaken at Battelle PNL in order to ascertain the best medium in
which to attempt mass culture of each alga. Media compared were those of Fogg [lOJ,
Gorham [11J, Kratz &Meyers [12J, and Watanabe [3,7J. Two hundred and fifty m1 cultures
of each of the seven candidate algae were maintained for ten days at 30°C under con-
tinuous cool white light at 120 rpm in a New Brunswick Model G-27 Psychrotherm
Incubator Shaker. Standard inocula were prepared and dry weights obtained as pre-
viously described [13]. Experiments were performed in triplicate and repeated twice.
Results showed that Anabaena BM-165 grew best in Gorham's medium, Cy1indrospermum sp.
in Kratz &Meyers medium, and Anabaena V-310 in Fogg's medium. The other algae grew
equally well in two media, as follows; Nostoc muscorum (Gorham's Kratz &Meyers),
Aulosira ferti1issima (Fogg's, Gorham's) To1ypthrix tenuis (Fogg's, Gorham's), and
Nostoc V-220 (Fogg's, Gorham's).
Soil Tray Experiments
Experiments at Battelle PNL were undertaken using 25 x 50 cm thick-walled pyrex baking
dishes inoculated with late log phase algal cultures homogenized in 15 m1 ground
glass tissue grinders and diluted to approximate a field application rate of 65 i/ha.
These experiments were undertaken for two reasons; 1) in order that another strong
criterion, i.e., growth on local soil, be tested prior to choosing two blue-green
algae for field studies, and 2) in order to acquire familiarity with the mechanics
of a) estimating N2-fixation by the acetylene reduction technique [14J, b) estimatinggrowth of algal populations by a ~odi!ied most-probable-number method [15J, and
c) monitoring fluxes in soil N03, NH 4 and crop-available N [16J.
Soil was collected from the field site, air-dried, sieved and layered into the dishes
to a depth of 5 cm (about 5,000 g). The soil was brought to 125% of field capacity
with deionized water, inoculated with algae using a hand held plant sprayer, and
incubated for 26 days at 30°C under cool white light on a 16:8 (light:dark) photoregime.
An uninoculated tray was prepared in order to serve as a control with which to study
the native algal flora. Each alga was tested at least twice with visible growth
of added algae apparent within ten days in all cases. As inoculation with Anabaena
BM-165 and To1ypothrix tenuis always resulted in even growth on the surface, these
two algae were chosen for detailed measurement of acetylene reduction and population
growth.
Ethylene production was quantitated with a Perkin-Elmer gas chromatograph by f1ame-
ionization detection in one ml samples taken from soil crusts incubated in 10% C2H2for one hr at 30°C under cool white light in 15 ml culture tubes sealed with serum
stoppers. Crusts were collected by inserting a one cm diameter cork borer into
the soil, pushing the core through the borer and removing the upper mm with a razor
blade. Values reported in Table 1 are averages of three replicates. In no case
did crusts incubated without C2H2 demonstrate values greater than 0.32 ppm C2H4, and
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was not detectable in most instances. No significant statistical correlations with
indexes of soil nitrogen were noted, as was expected in view of the relatively
short time period and quantities of soil necessary to affect accurate measurements.
Results of the soil tray experiments listed in Table 1 show that both the selected
strains competed favorably with the native algae and that significantly different
rates of acetylene reduction were measureable. However the extrapolation made
to kg/ha/year of fixed N should only be regarded as an indication of potential
at this point. It is well known that moisture, time of day, the metabolic status
and age of the algal population, and edaphic biological and chemical fluctuations
all influence acetylene reduction [1]; therefore variation in the values listed
are not surprising but rather expected.
Table 1. C H -reduction by Algal Crusts and Extrapolation to
Large-Scale N~-fixation for Anabaena BM-165, Tolypothrix tenuis and
Native Algae.
Algal Flora
Anabaena BM-165
Tolypothrix tenuis
Native
Age
ppm CzH4/ 44mm2/ hr MPNT(days) kg/ha/year 55 6.80 47-62 2.0 x lag
12 5.71 39-52 2.4 x 109
19 4.40 30-52 1.0 x 109
26 3.83 26-35 5.2 x 1065 7.22 49-65 1.9 x 109
12 6.86 47-62 1•1 x 1°919 6.13 42-55 6.7 x 109
26 3.99 27-36 4.8 x 104
5 0.79 5-7 2.0 x 105
12 2.8 x 105
19 7.7 x 10~
26 3.09 21-28 5.1 x 10/
*Range of values represent limits of theoretical ratios of acetylene reduction to
nitrogen fixation. Where one year ;s equal to a 100 day season of 10 hour days.
tMost-Probable-Number of blue-green algal particles per gram air-dry so;l.
Mass Culture
Semi-continuous 8,000 t mass culture experiments at R&A Plant/Soil, Inc., were
undertaken to detenmine ease of preparation of inocula for field tests. Each of
the seven candidate algae were mass cultured at least twice in Gorham's medium. Only
Anabaena BM-165 and To1ypothrix tenu;s were successfully cultured to a maximum density
of at least 1000 mg/t and less than 20% contamination (as assessed by cell counts)
with unwanted algae and protozoa. Average values for final density, specific growth
rate and mean doubling time are included in Table 2.
Table 2. Growth Parameters for Mass Cultured Algae.
Alga Specific growth
rate j..I
Mean doubling
time
(hr)
Maximum
density
(mg/2.)
Anabaena BM-165
Tolypothrix tenuis
.,,.
./0
.26
71
24
43
1700
1630
June 2
April 17
May 1-3
May 20
May 27-28
May 29
Field Studies
On the basis of soil tray and mass culture experiments, Anabaena BM-165 and
To1ypothrix tenuis were chosen as the two algae to be used in the field work.
Fifteen 15 m2 plots were established, including three each inoculated with one or
the other selected alga, three fertilized with 50 kg N (as NH 4N01)/ha, three with100 kg N/ha and three without algae or fertilizer. In Table 3 are summarized those
events relevant to field work through June 2.
Table 3. Chronology of Events Associated with Field
Studies of Bioferti1ization with Blue-Green Algae (1981).
Alfalfa sprayed with RoundupR (isopropyl amine
salt of N-phosphomethy1 glycine)
Seedbed prepared.
Northrup-King PX-14 field corn sown.
Corn emerges.
Anabaena BM-165 inoculated onto plots at about
380 t/ha of a 1527 mg/t mass culture.
To1ypothrix tenuis inoculated onto plots at
about 380 t/ha of a 1630 mg/t mass culture.
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ABSTRACT
A prototype water hyacinth wastewater treatment system has been
in operation at Walt Disney World, Florida, since July of 1979.
During this period, this system has been operating with three
objectives: 1) to demonstrate an unconventional energy
conservative wastewater treatment system; 2) to determine the
ability of water hyacinths to treat primary effluent to secondary
treatment standards in a flow-through system; and, 3) to try to
maximize production of a potential energy feedstock while
treating wastewater. Calculations indicate the water hyacinth
system requires less than 50% of the energy needed to run a
comparably sized conventional secondary treatment system. The
effluent from the water hyacinth system demonstrates 80-90%
removal of total suspended solids and B.O.D., meeting secondary
treatment standards when coupled with primary treatment. In the
first year of operation, the amount of water hyacinths harvested
from the 3/4 acre system was approximately equivalent to 21 dry
tons/acre-year (47.8 dry metric tons/hectare-year). The effects
of varying harvest routines and detention times are being
investigated to try to opt~ize wastewater treatment and biomass
production. Studies on nutrient removal as well as biomass
conversion to methane gas are also being performed.
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INTRODUCTION
The Water Hyacinth Wastewater Treatment System at Walt Disney
World has been in operation since July 1979. The project is
operating with these objectives.
1) To determine an unconventional energy conservative
wastewater treatment system.
2) To determine the ability of water hyacinths to treat
wastewater to both secondary and tertiary treatment
standards in a flow through system.
3) To maximize production of a potential energy feedstock
while treating wastewater.
II of this project, part of which has already begun, we
two more objectives to our operational goals, they are:
to demonstrate and optimize the bioconversion of water
hyacinths to methane.
5) to treat wastewater to tertiary treatment standards.
IGT through sponsorship with GRI has performed the baseline
studies on methane production from Walt Disney World water
hyacinths, and operation of two 50-liter digestors, designed by
IGT, is already underway at Walt Disney World.
The SERI Contract will expand the system by intergrating three
(3) additional channels with the same dimensions, materials and
design of the orginal channels.
The purpose of the addition will allow for more rapid evaluation
and optimization of the systems parameters, maximize plant
productivity, and increase the biomass production capability.
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The objective will be to maximize plant productivity without
adversly affecting the systems capacity to treat wastewater
e ffec tive ly.
With the SERI addition to the system, the invest ig~tions will
include evaluation of the following variables on water quality
and plant productivity:
1) Increased detention times
2) Use of a protective cover during winter months
3) Use of mechanical aeration
4) varying harvesting routines
5) Addition of nutrients and/or met~ls for max1m1z1ng
phosphorus removal and maximizing growth.
DESIGN OF SYSTEM - PROJECT COMPONENTS
The system can be broken down into several components: 1) the
Production/Treatment channels; 2) the Harvesting System; 3) the
Compost System. Special studies are also being performed.
Production/Treatment Channel:
Components of the production system include three 1/4 acre
concrete channels, the system piping, utility tie-ins, hydraulic
control and metering devices, and pumping stations.
The walls of the channels are constructed of reinforced concrete
blocks on a cast-in-place, reinforced concrete foundation. The
channels (29' x 360') are lined with 20-mil PVC tacked to the top
of the channel walls with lumber. PVC booms are tied off to
cleats along the top of the channel walls every sixty-feet and
act as a corral preventing the hyacinths from packing together at
one end. See Figure #1. The water level in the channels is
adjustable, and can be maintained at depths of 14 to 36 inches.
The influent gate valves incorporate the capability for each
channel to be operated independently and at varied depth. The
system is currently treating 63,000 gpd but the system is
hydraulically designed to handle flows up to 200,000 gpd. The
influent flow is split, with 25,000 gpd to Channell, 21,000 gpd
to Channel 2 and 17,000 gpd to Channel 3.
Two submersible pumps, one in the effluent channel of the primary
clarifier and the other in a filter pump wetwell of the existing
ReID Wastewater Treatment Plant can provide the channels with
primary and/or secondary effluent. The channels are also
interconnected hydraulically to provide a variety of experimental
modes of operation (See Figure #2).
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Harvesting
The equipment used in harvesting include: 1) a front end loader;
2) a double belt conveyer-chopper; and, 3) a forage wagon. All
mechanisms in the system are powered hydraulically from the front
end loader. The harvesting system is designed with a capacity of
50 tons/hour, far in excess of the system's requirements.
Harvesting is accomplished by physically pushing the hyacinths
onto the primary conveyor with a long handled hook. At the end
of the primary conveyor, a flail chopper coarsely cuts the plants
which are then conveyed to the forage wagon. The forage wagon
has a live bed for ease of loading and unloading.
The three channels are divided into six cells 60' long by 29'
wide, by floating PVC booms. The booms can be used to push the
hyacinths into a uniform density. thereby allowing for a density
measurement before and after harvesting. This method assumes
that a uniform density is achieved through compaction of the
hyacinths. however density data collected in this manner
indicated this method was somewhat inconsistent. At the present
time. another method of density measurement is being used. In
this method, one meter square trays are stocked with a target
weight of hyacinths. Each week the tray is weighed and once
every other week a portion of the cell is harvested to maintain
the target restocking weight. The one meter square tray
therefore is used as a representation of the growth of the entire
cell. Both methods have often demonstrated crop reduction
without the benefit of harvesting. It is believed that the water
hyacinths under dense conditions (over 4 wet lbs./sq. ft.) start
to slough off material and in many cases the crop weight is
significantly reduced.
Composting
The composting operation utilizes a windrow system with a compost
pad and front end loader. Once the forage wagon is full. it is
moved to the compost pad and unloaded by means of the live bed.
All hyacinths harvested from one channel are put into a pile. At
the beginning of system operations a new compost pile was turned
three times/week during the first week and once a week in the
following weeks. Measurements on temperature and free moisture
indicated that the desired values of 50-60% moisture and
140o-l50oF (1] were not reached in the compost piles. It was
then decided to stop turning the piles. The unturned piles
reached a maximum temperat~re of 12loF, but dropped to 80 0F
after two days.
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Arter a 4-6 month period compost piles resemble a potting soil
with an 80+% volume reduction requiring little or no operator
attention.
Special Studies
Trace metal studies on Walt Disney World water hyacinths have
been performed by the University of Arizona Environmental
Research Lab. Initial studies indicated that although Walt
Disney World water hyacinths were extremely rich in iron, they
contained less Ca, Mg, and K than did water hyacinths grown in
nutrient solutions. See Table 1. The uptake of these cations
may be inhibited by the uptake of NH4 + [2]. However, tissue
studies performed later in the year did not indicate a lack in
Ca, Mg, K. Iron has already proven to be a necessary element in
preventing chlorosis (yellowing of the plant), [3, 4]. However,
Walt Disney World hyacinths appear to take up an abundance of
iron. The large amount of iron found in the tissue may be
inhibiting growth and additional studies are being made by the
university of Arizona. Further studies will be done to determine
the ability of trace metal uptake versus the availability of the
metals in Walt Disney World primary effluent.IGT through
sponsorship with GRl is performing the baseline studies on
methane produc tion from wnw water hyacinths (See Figure fF3). The
initial study indicates an average yield of 3.0 scf of
methane/lb. of volatile solids added to the digestor from Walt
Disney World hyacinths. Methane studies will continue as two
50-liter digestors are now being operated at wnw in preparation
for a larger digestor or Process Development Unit that will
eventually utilize all of the water hyacinths harvested from the
three channels.
OPERATIONAL MODES
The water hyacinth wastewater treatment system operation began on
June 18, 1979 utilizing secondary effluent, and a parallel flow
mode. All three channels were seeded with water hyacinths
covering approximately 10% of the surface area. Within two
months there was essentially 100% plant coverage. The target
flow rate was set at 50,000 gpd or approximately 17,000
gpd/channel. On July 13, 1979 at the request of EPA the channels
were switched to treat primary effluent. The channel depths were
varied with Channel fFl at 14" and Channels {;2 and iF3 at 36". At
these depths, the detention time for Channel #1 was 5.36 days,
and 13.8 for Channels #2 and #3. Water quality measurements
began on July 2, 1979 and followed the schedule in Table #2.
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TREAT~ENT SYSTE~
TABLE 2
~·10NITORING
A. Water Qualitv - Influent & Effluent, Each Channel
1) Daily Tests
a) pH
b) D.O.
c) water temperature
d) Insolation - Total
e) Rainfall - Total
f) Air temperature and relative humidity
g) Influent and Effluent Flow - Totals
2) Twice per Week
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
TSS
TS
NH+-N
4
0- P04
T- P04
N03-N
BODS
TKN
3) Twice per Month
a) Total and Fecal Coli forms
b) Chlorides
c) Alkalinity
B. Bio Mass Production - Each 60' Cell
1) Density (lbs/ft2) - 1 ?er week
~able 2 - ~oni:orinq roueine
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Harvesting began on August 2nd with a harvest schedule set at
twice a week for Channels #1 and #2, while Channel #3 was
harvested twice a month. At this time, the compaction method of
measuring density was utilized to determine the percentage of
surface area covered by the crop. A five square foot "cookie
cutter" would then segregate water hyacinths for weighing and
from this weignt and the percentage of covere~ surface area, the
weight of the entire crop was established.
Subsequent to the first water hyacinth review meeting, held on
OCtober 19, 1979, including all participants in the project, the
operational procedures were changed to the following:
1) Channels 4~1 and iF2 were both maintained at a depth of 1411
receiving primary effluent.
2) Channel #1 was harvested twice a week from sequential
cells throughout the channel.
3) Channel #2 was harvested once a month and only from the
influent end.
4) Channel #3 was used as a control channel maintained at
14" with no water hyacinths.
In January, 1980, the same harvesting schedule was main- tained,
however, a seed crop density of two wet lbs./sq. ft. was left in
each channel to reseed the harvested area. During this time, PVC
booms were used to compact the crop for density measurements.
Following the second water hyacinth review meeting, held on April
3, 1980, one major operational change was made:
1) Channel #3 was restocked with water hyacinths and that
channel used for density-yield studies. These studies
included use of twelve, one-meter square trays made of
PVC piping and plastic vexar mesh. These trays were
stocked at target densities ranging from 0.5-3.0 Ibs./
sq. ft. with duplicates for each target density. These
trays were weighed twice a week and the amount over the
target density was harvested. At the end of six weeks
the optimum density for restocking proved to be 1.5 wet
lbs./sq. ft. See Figure #4.
From the above method of measuring growth, it was hoped that the
tray method would prove more consistent as a measure of crop
density and weight, and the method would be used in the other two
channels. At this time it is not clear which method is superior
for measuring crop yield.
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At the next review meeting, held on November 11, 1980, the
following operational decision was made:
1) Increase flow rates in channels one and two by
approximately 50% and 25% respectively.
In November, breakdown of the harvesting equipment prevented
harvesting during the months of NOvember and December. Cold
weather also prevented harvest in January. In spite of these
hardships and the increase in flow to channels #1 and #2, the
system still managed to remove 90% TSS, however, BOD and nutrient
removal did decline.
In March of 1981, two SO-liter digestors were seeded and gas
collection and analysis initiated at Walt Disney World. The
purpose of this work is to determine the effects on gas quality
and quantity from any seasonal changes in the feedstock of water
hyacinths and primary wastewater sludge.Currently one digestor is
fed primary wastewater sludge and the other is operated on water
hyacinths. The digestors are batch fed each day at a rate of
0.15 lbs. volatile solid/cubic ft. of digestor volume. Both are
operating on a 15 day detention time. At the time of writing,
the digestors have not yet reached steady state.
At the next review meeting held on April 28, 1981, the following
operational decisions were made:
1) Channel #3 would be harvested once/week at the influent
end only and would maintain a restocking density of 1.5
wet lbs./sq. ft.
2) Channels #1 and #2 would also use a restocking density of
1.5 wet lbs./sq. ft with a harvesting interval of
twice/month. Harvest will occur at the influent end only.
3) The flow of 63,000 gpd would be maintained for 3
additional months with the regular harvest routine. At
the end of 3 months, the most efficient and effective
flow rate for water quality would be evaluated and
channels #1 & #2 would then be used in series at that
chosen flow rate.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Water Quality
The water hyacinth system has proven to be an effective secondary
treatment system. Coupled with primary treatment, the system has
met the State of Florida's secondary treatment levels of 90%
removal of TSS and BOD. see Figures #5 & #6. The operational
changes can be seen in this BOD and TSS profile spanning July
1979 - March 1981. From July, 1979 to October 1979, Channel #2
and iF3 were operated at a 36" depth and the water quality data
indicate that the deeper depth was not quite as effective as the
14" depth of Channel tn. In October, 1979, Channel/F3 was
operated as a control channel with no water hyacinths. The
graphs indicate a marked increase in suspended solids at this
time due mostly to algal generation and a decrease in BOD
removal. Also at this time, Channel #2's depth was decreased
from 36" to 14" and a corresponding improvement in the effluent
of Channel #2 is observed. In May, 1980, when Channel #3 was on
line once more stocked with water hyacinths, a marked improvement
was observed in the water quality of Channel #3's effluent.
In the summer months of June, July and August, 1980, a decrease
in water treatment is observed in both Channels #1 and #2. At
this time, many plants were beginning to wither and die. At
first, the unhealthiness was attributed to the excessive heat and
dryness of an unusual Florida summer, where temperatures reached
over lOOoF for over three consecutive weeks without any
afternoon showers. However, by July, close examination of the
plants showed that a moth, Sameodes albiguttales, had infested
Channels #1 and #2. In its caterpillar stage, the insect bores
into the stolen of the plant cutting off the transport of
nutrients from the roots to the leaves. Other insects were also
found in the channels including the weevil, Neochetina
eichhorniae which eats the leaves in banded patterns
approximately l-2mm thick. (5], another species of weevil N.
bruchi and the spider mite, Bryobia praetiosa. The insects-
appear to attack more heavily when the water hyacinths are
stressed, the weevils in cases of density stress [5] and the moth
in cases of hot, dry weather stress [6]. The spider mite and
weevils are found year round, however, spot harvesting appears to
control them very well. It is believed the moth caused the most
damage to the channels this summer. Channel #3, restocked in May
with water hyacinths, was the only channel not badly attacked.
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In August, all channels were treated with the insecticide Sevin,
to prevent further spread of the insects. By the beginning of
september, Channels #1 and 12 were beginning to recover and by
the end of September they had completely recovered, with BOD and
TSS removal returning tO,higher levels. The application of Sevin
was stopped on September 5. Although the hyacinths were able to
recover, it was impossible to determine if the insecticide Sevin
or if the break in the hot dry spell was responsible for recovery.
The effluent water quality from the channels is very good
especially when the effect of evapotranspiration is considered.
In October of 1980, a meter and totalizer were installed at the
influent end to monitor the volume of water going into the
system. The water budget data from the totalizer and the
effluent meter indicate a 12-26% evapotranspiration rate and this
finding is consistent with previous studies [2]. See figure 7.
A water budget is extremely important in evaluating water quality
treatment and efforts are being made to monitor the water volume
in individual channels rather than measuring the three channels
together.
In November and December of 1980, equipment failure prevented
harvesting and in January 1981, extremely cold temper~tures frost
burned much of the crop. Recovery from the frost period was very
rapid. The water hyacinths were green within two weeks and
recovery was complete within one month. Harvesting resumed in
March. In spite of the equipment failure and lack of harvesting,
the cold weather, and increased flow to channels one and two, the
system still managed to remove 80-90% of the suspended solids.
The removal of BOD was not as effective during this period,
averaging between 55-77% removal. However at this time it is
difficult to assess how much of the reduced performance in BOD is
caused by the colder temperatures, the lack of harvesting, or the
increase in flow.
Water quality declined in Channel 3 which was restocked in May
1980 with water hyacinths and not ha=vested until October 1980.
During that six month period, water quality improved during the
first two months and declined in July and August. Although not
as badly attacked as channels 1 and 2, Channel 3 never recovered
from the insect infestion and the lack of harvesting appears to
be responsible for the continued decline in water quality of
Channel 3.
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Nutrient removal in the channels, although fairly consistent
throughout the year, does not reach the 90% removal range of TSS
or BOD. The channels appear to average approximately 30-50%
removal of TKN and 20-40% removal of TP04. See figures 8 & 9.
Healthy plant growth is very important for water ~uality,
particularly in nutrient removal as is demonstrated by the graphs
of TP04 and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen removal (see figures 8 &
9). The months of January and February in 1980, January ~nd
February in 1981, and July and August 1980 are the months showing
the least reduction in nutrients. In each case, the water
hyacinths were under stress, in January and February by cold
temperatures inhibiting growth, and in July and August by the
insect infestations which also prevented healthy growth.
Harvesting out some of the dead plant material which released
nutrients would probably have improved the water quality during
the periods of stress, unfortunately due to equipment failure
harvesting was not possible during January and February of 1981.
Nutrients appear to be removed at a rate proportional to the
loading of the system, even during the winter when the growth
rate of the water hyacinths is slower. Bacteria continue to
remove nitrogen in the colder months, however, during the warmer
months the hyacinths appear more responsible for nitrogen
removal •. See Figure 10. The bar chart indicates the total
amount of nitrogen removed from channel one and the amount
removed by the water hyacinths. This chart indicates a trend
showing the hyacinths playing a more important role in nitrogen
removal during the warmer months.
Phosphorus removal also follows a similar trend to total nitrogen
removal in that more phosphorus is removed from the system than
can be accounted for in the plants. See figure 11. The amount
of nitrogen and phosphorus that is removed in excess of what is
found in the plants indicates that there may be some deposition
of sludge at the bottom of the channels however no accumulation
of sludge is observed. One explanantion may be that as the
sludge degasses it floats to the top and is removed during
harvesting operations.
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In January 1981. the first set of trace metals were analyzed from
the influent and effluent ends of each channel. Data was
collected for the following trace metals: boron, calcium.
magnesium, potassium, copper, iron, manganese, zinc, lead,
cadmium, chromium and arsenic. See Table 3. The system
demonstrated the greatest percent removal of lead (60-78%
removal) while potassium showed the least percent reduction
(1-4%). This system seems slightly more efficient than another
study [7] using a continuous flow through system for removing
boron while showing less efficiency at removing arsenic.
Unfortunately due to the frost in January 1981, no tissue samples
were taken, however tissue samples taken in the first quarter of
1980 indicated an abundance of iron in the water hyacinths. See
Table 1. This abundance of iron appears to be normal for water
hyacinths grown in wastewaters [8]. Disney water hyacinths also
contain more zinc and less manganese than water hyacinths growing
in natural stands [9], wastewaters [8], and nutrient solutions
(see Table 1). Trace metal samples from the influent, effluent
and tissues will continue on a once/quarter basis throughout the
remainder of this study.
Productivity
From January 1980 - June 1980 Channels #1 and #2 were
consistently harvested in the following manner: In Channel #1
the cells were sequentially harvested once a month while Channel
#2 was harvested from the influent end only once a month.
Channel #1 produced the e~uivalent of approximately 21.3 dry
tons/acre-year (47.7 metric tons/hectare-year); Channel #2
produced 20.7 dry tons/acre-year (46.4 metric
tons!hectare-year). Unfortunately the channels could not be
harvested during the months of July and August, because of the
moth infestation. Looking at the harvesting profile there does
not seem to be any distinct advantage in one harvest pattern over
the other in terms of productivity, one channel doing better one
month, the other the next. See Fig. 12. The decline in growth
in June, 1980, observed in Channel #2 is most likely explained by
the moth infestation. Channel 3 which was restocked in May 1980
and not harvested until October 1980, produced only 16.20 wet
tons during that period while Channel 1 produced 35 wet tons and
Channel 2 produced 31 wet tons in that same six month time span.
The difference in yield clearly indicates the importance of
continued harvesting for maximum productivity.
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TABLE 3
AWRAGE VALUES FOR JANUARY 19 Sl
Influent il i2 43 % Removal
11 12 i3
Boron mg/l 0.14 0.10 0.09 0.13 38.2 46.4 26.0
Calcium mg/l 33.6 27.1 34.3 35.5 30.5 14.7 15.8
Magnesium mg/1 5.6 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.2 39.4 13.4
Potassium ~g/l 9.7 10.8 11.6 12.4 4.1 0 (2.0)
copper ppb 27.9 27.9 20.8 31.4 13.S 36.4 11.0
Iron ppb 457.8 364.8 377.2 347.9 31.3 31.1 39.4
Manganese ppb 18.2 13.1 12.8 15.6 37.6 40.0 33.3
Zinc ppb 280.8 407.5 388.7 444.9 (24. 7) (15.4) (26.2)
Leaa ppb
Cadmium ppb
Chromium ppb
Arsenic ppb
12.8
0.35
0.83
0.8S
4.9
0.17
0.72
0.88
1.1
0.95
0.88
3.5 66.7 60.0
0.31 66. 7 (133)
0.72 25.0 14.3
0.88 12.5 14.3
78.0
25.0
28.0
26.7
Table 3 - ~verage tra~e metal eoncentracions sampled durin9 January
1981 .
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Productivity and nutrient uptake are certainly related, however
in a system such as this, with virtually unlimited nutrients for
the plants, the growth rate of the hyacinths is mostly controlled
by the environment particularly ambient temperatures. See
figures 13, 14, 15. These graphs plot the monthly yield versus
the average monthly ambient temperature, insolation, and water
temperature. From these graphs the ambient temperature has the
highest correlation coefficient with yield. A protective cover
during the winter months should increase the yield of water
hyacinths. In addition a cover provides the possibility of
utilizing C02 enrichment, which according to studies at the
University of Arizona can stimulate growth up to four times. [10]
Previous reports have indicated that water hyacinths can produce
40-60 dry tons/acre-year (89.6 - 134.4 dry metric
tons/hectare-year) [2,11, 12]. In addition to varying the
harvest routines, and the restocking densities to optimize
growth, the possibility that there may be something in Walt
Disney World primary effluent that may be inhibiting or limiting
~owth is also under investigation. Future laboratory studies by
University of Arizona under controlled conditions will indicate
if there is growth inhibitor or a limiting element in the primary
effluent.
Energy
Preliminary calculations indicate that the water hyacinth system
would utilize less than 50% of the energy required for a
conventional secondary treatment system utilizing activated
sludge. See Table #4. These tables are average monthly energy
requirements for the Water Hyacinth Systm and the Reedy Creek
Utility Co. secondary treatment system scaled to one M.G.D.
These are energy figures which do not consider the amount of
energy produced by the conversion of water hyacinths to methane.
Using 3.0 scf methane/lb. of volatile solids, [13] The water
hyacinth system at 25 dry tons/acre-year (56.0 dry metric
tons!hectare-year) would produce 1.4 x l08BTU's/month per
million gallons of wastewater treated each day. These
preliminary calculations, based on biomass yields for one year,
indicate that the water hyacinths could produce enough methane to
operate the channels.
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WATER HYACINTH WASTEWATER
TREATMENT SYSTEM
TABLE 4
Energy requirements for the Water Hyacinth Wastewater Treatment
System at 50,000 gpd for 3/4 Acre System (as a secondary treatment).
Influent pump 1.8 x 10 6 BTus/month
Effluent pump 1.2 x 10 6 BTUs/month
Harvester 3.7 x 10 6 BTus/month
Forage Truck 3.5 x 10 6 BTus/month
10.2 x 10 6 BTus/month
AT 1 MGD using 15 acres (estimated) 1.30 x 10 8 BTus/month
ReID Wastewater Treatment Plant energy requirements for secondary
treatment at 3.3 MGD
Aeration Tanks
Clarifiers
AT 1 MGO (estimated)
9.2 x 10 8 BTus/month
1.4 x 10 6 BTus/month
9.21 x 10 8 ETus/month
2.7 x 10 8 BTus/month
:'abh 4 - ~n~r?y requirements ~or th~ ~acer hyacinth ~aste~a:e:
trea~~ent s:~~em· !nd the ~eedv C:e4K r~orovemen~
O~st~ict ~as~ewater Trea~~ent·?lant. .
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FUTURE OPERATIONS AND MILESTONE CHART
In addition to the 3 channel expansion of the water hyacinth
wastewater treatment system, the future operations also plan for
an advanced anaerobic dige stion process for converting most of
the water hyacinths to methane gas. The Process Development Unit
(PDU) is presently being designed by IGT under sponsorship of
GRI. Installation and Operation of the PDU is scheduled for July
1982.
The revised milestone chart for the execution of the SERI
contract is shown in Figure 16.
CONCLUSION
The Water Hyacinth System at Walt Disney World has demonstrated
it does obtain secondary wastewater treatment standards. The
first year's operation has produced good water quality and
yielded the equivalent of 21 dry tons/acre-year (47.8 dry metric
tons/hectare). The preliminary calculations based on one year's
operation, indicate that the water hyacinth system not only
utilizes 50% less energy than a comparable sized conventional
secondary treatment system, but by converting water hyacinths to
methane, the treatment system could be energy self-sufficient.
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CULTIVATION OF MACROSCOPIC MARINE ALGAE
J. H. Ryther
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543
ABSTRACT
High yields of Gracilaria were obtained in cultures suspended by aeration
with rapid exchange of enriched seawater. Attempts were made to reduce the
high cost inputs of aeration, seawater flow and nutrients and still main-
tain high yields. Physiological research was required to understand the
function of those inputs and how to reduce them. Gracilaria soaked in
nutrient solutions for several hours was capable of storing sufficient
nutrients for subsequent growth for one-two weeks. Intermittant aeration
for a few hours/day was equally effective as continuous aeration for growth
enhancement. Rapid seawater exchange is necessary to maintain pH control,
since Gracilaria has little ability to utilize bicarbonate and virtually no
free C02 exists at pH 9.0, commonly reached in high-yield, low seawater
exchange cultures. Ulva and other species that use bicarbonate readily may
be better marine biomass candidates than those like Gracilaria and Macrocyst~
that lack that ability.
INTRODUCTION
The highest yield~ of marine biomass that have yet been reported to date on a
sustained basis are those of the red seaweed Gracilaria tikvahiae. Grown in
suspended culture by vigorous aeration and with 25-vo1ume exchanges per day
(retention time 0.04 days) of enriched seawater, the seaweed produced the
equivalent of 129 dry tons per hectare per year, grown throughout the year in
50 1 outdoor cultures in Fort Pierce, Florida t~. Since that time, attempts
have been made to reduce high cost and high energy inputs to the culture
system, such as continuously pumped seawater nutrients and air, while still
achieving high yields. This approach has required a program of basic re-
search on the physiology and nutrition of Gracilaria. and some other species
of seaweed, in order to determine exactly what the requirements are for
optimal growth of the alga, how those requirements are met by the emperically-
derived methods used to obtain the high yields, and how those requirements
might be met by other, less costly procedures.
Nutrient Uptake Kinetics
~utrient-starvedGracilaria, placed in an enriched seawater solution in
either the light or dark, are able to soak up sufficient ammonium-nitrogen
in 6-8 hours to double its internal nitrogen content (i.e., from ca. 1.5
to 3.0% of dry weight) and permit its subsequent growth at non-nutrient-
limiting rates for one to two weeks (depending upon the growth rate as
III
determined by light, temperature and other factors) in unenriched, flowing
seawater. N03-N is taken up less efficiently than is NH4-N (Figure 1) ~J.
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Seaweed taken from a flowing seawater culture may thus be removed periodical-
ly, soaked for a few hours in a static nutrient solution, and then returned
to the culture system, the process coinciding with the periodic harvesting
back of the culture. This would not only conserve nutrients, those unused
remaining in the nutrient bath rather than being lost in the flowing seawater
effluent, but it would also prevent or retard the growth of undesirable epi-
phytes brought into the system as spores in the seawater on the cultured sea-
weeds and the culture system, a chronic problem in seaweed culture
Initially, the nutrient solution consisted of nitrogen, phosphorus, chelated
iron and a mixture of trace metals. Subsequently it was found that the same
growth was obtained with NH4-N alone as with the complete enrichment medium
(Table 1), the unenriched seawater apparently containing an adequate supply
of the other nutrients. Enrichment with nitrogen alone would, of course,
represent a considerable cost savings, but whether or not this could be done
in other, less nutrient-rich sources of seawater remains to be seen. How-
ever, the liquid residues left from anaerobic digestion of Gracilaria for
methane production appear to contain all the nutrients necessary for the
growth of the seaweed and their recycling has been advocated as a low-cost
nutrient source for biomass production 'D].
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Table L EFFECT OF EXPOSING mAC!LARIA 24 HOURS PER \·rEEK TO THREE DIFFERENT
NUTRIENT ~ffiDIA ON SUBSEQUE~IT GRO\fIH (~ffiAN YIELD: g dry wt/m2. cay) .
Dates Hedia
(1981) N N + P N + P + Fe +
trace e1ewents
4/24 - 5/1 12.7 12.9 11. 9
5/1 - 5/8 13.0 14.7 13.0
5/8 - 5/18 21.0 19.3 16.7
5/18 - 5/25 17.0 19.0 16.6
Mean 15.9 16.5 14.6
Effect of Aeration/Mixing
Gracilaria is maintained in suspended culture by aeration along the long axis
of the culture tank bottom. What purpose this serves is not known, but appar-
ently does not derive from the air itself, since the same growth enhancement
is obtained from seaweed kept in suspension by the action of a paddle wheel
[4]. It may expose a larger density of seaweed to sunlight than would be pos-
sible in an unmixed culture, or it may increase the exposure of the plants to
CO 2 and/or other nutrients. Whatever the function, aeration is a major ~ost
and energy input that should be reduced to a minimum level consistent with
high yield. Table 2 shows that intermittent aeration, for as little as six
hours per day, under two different periodicities, results in the same yields
of- Gracilaria as does continuous aeration, but that yields decreased in cul-
tures aerated for only 5 minutes per hour for a total of two hours per day.
The effect of aeration periods intermediate between two and six hours per day
and during daylight hours only will next be investigated.
Table 2. EFFECT OF AERATION ON YIELD OF GRACIL~RIA GROHN AT nro
RETENTION TUiES OF ENRICHED FLmnNG SEAl.JATtR O·rEAN YIELDS
4/9-5/4/81 in g dry wt/m 2.day).
Aeration Retention(days)
(hours/day) 0.1 1.0
0 18.6 8.5
6 (5 min/hr) 23.0 9.9
6 (15 min 32.9 12.5
6 (2 hrs, 3 x/day, daylight 34.0 14.2
12 (dayligh t) 36.5 14.7
24 37.3 14.7
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Whatever the effect, it is clear from Table 2 that some degree of aeration or
the mixing it produces is necessary for high sustained yields of the seaweed.
Beginning in May, 1981, with the completion of eight new 5 m2 concrete ponds,
Gracilaria has been cultured passively on the pond bottom with no mixing or
agitation of the seawater, as is done commercially in southern Taiwan CsJ.
Yields under different growing conditions (seaweed density, water depth,
method of nutrient supply and mixing of the seawater) has resulted to date in
some yield differences (Table 3), but in all cases they have been signifi-
cantly lower than those obtained in suspended cultures at the same retention
time (see Table 2)
Table 3. YIELDS FROM POND-BOTTOM CULTURE OF GRACILARIA IN 5 m2 CO~CRETE TANKS
WITH SEAWATER RETErITION Tl}lli OF O~~ DAY.
":ater depth Density Nutrient
(em) (kg wet wt/m 2) supply
77 3 pulsed
51 3 "
26 3 "
77 1.5 "
77 4.5 "
77 6 "
77 3 "
77 3 continuous
Aeration l
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
Mean yield
(g dry wt/m 2.day)
514 - 6/1/81
11.9
9.1
4.5
10.3
8.7
4.9
8.2
8.9
lCentle aeration to mix water but not disturb algae.
Seawater Retention, pH and Carbon Dioxide
The one factor that has been found to date the most important in affecting
the growth and yield of Gracilaria is seawater exchange rate (retention time~
Again the reason is not obvious, but does not appear to be related to the
nutrient supply, since the effect is observed when nutrients are added at a
constant rate separately from the seawater supply, or when nutrients are
supplied by soaking the seaweed periodically for a few hours in a static,
enriched seawater reservoir, as discussed above. Figure 2 is a summary of
experiments showing the relationship between yield and retention time, in-
cluding cultures ranging in size from 50 to 600,000 liters and with both
continuously-enriched and pulse-fed cultures.
From those data and an assumed pumping cost of S2.60/thousand cubic meters
($IO/million gallons), it may be estimated that for the methane generated
from Gracilaria cultures one meter deep, the cost of seawater pumping alone
would range from $9354/thousand cubic meters ($265/thousand scf) of 100%
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methane at a retention time of 0.04 days to about $IOO/thousand cubic meters
($2.80!thousand scf) of methane at a 20-day retention time (assuming 0.2 1
100% methane/g volatile solids). However the a~ea required for the seaweed
farm would range from 40 hectares/l06 m3 of methane produced ~2.8 acres/l06
scf) at the 0.04 retention time, to nearly 200 hectares/l06 m methane (14.1
acres/lOG scf) at the 20-day retention time. Clearly, it would be desirable
to achieve the high yields possible at very rapid exchange rates with much
less water flow. First, however, it is necessary to understand the relation-
ship between yield and water exchange
The only essential nutrient not provided in the artificial enrichment nor-
mally used to culture Gracilaria and other seaweeds is carbon dioxide. Sea-
water of normal salinity (30-35%0 contains about 2 m moles/liter of total C02
which exists in the equilibrium:
(1)
Seawater one-meter deep thus contains 24 g C/m2 which could theoretically
support the growth of 48 g ash-free dry weight (50% carbon) or about 74 g
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total dry weight of Gracilaria. a potential yield of 74 g dry wt/m2.day with a
retention time of one day. However, removal of free C02 during the photosyn-
thetic growth of algae increases the pH; the slower the circulation of sea-
water through the seaweed the higher the pH rises (Table 4). At pH > 9.0,
there is almost no free CO2 in seawater [6) and its rate of dehydration from
bicarbonate to maintain the e9,uilibrium is so slow that it becomes limiting
to photosynthesis and growth L~.
Table 4. NEAN, DAYTD!E pH IN GRACIUlRTA CULTUlZES AT DIFFERENT RETEtITIOi'I TUIES.
Time
0800
1030
1315
1435
1530
1615
Retention (days)
0.1 1.0
8.2 8.1
8.4 8.6
8.7 9.0
8.7 9.1
8.8 9.1
8.7 9.1
Some seaweeds are able to utilize bicarbonate directly in photosynthesis.
Measurement of photosynthesis (~02. by oxygen probe in a closed, recirculat-
ing seawater chamber) at four pH levels maintained with TRIS buffer indicate~
however, that Gracilaria can use little or no bicarbonate, with photosynthe~
at pH 9.0 only 19% of that at pH 7.5 (Table 5).
Table 5. EFFECT OF pH ON PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF GRACEMTA Mm ULVA, HE/,StJRED BY
OXYGEN INCREASE AFTER 01~ HOlm. FIGURES ARE REL~TIVE TO INCR&\SE AT pH 7.5.
pH Crac i Lar La Uiva
7.5 - 7.6 100 100
8.0 - 8.2 74 104
8.6 46 92
9.0 - 9.1 19 92
This, then, would account for the poor growth of Gracilaria at low seawater
exchange rates and at the accompanying high pH levels.
Bicarbonate uptake and its internal dehydration to C02 requires the enzyme
carbonic anhydrase. Osterlind [8) has shown that the enzyme is not always
present but must be induced in certain unicellular algae before they can
utilize bicarbonate. The question remains of whether carbonic anhydrase
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can be induced in Gracilaria and/or other species of seaweeds, whether there
are species or clones of Gracilaria that naturally contain the enzyme, or
whether strains of the alga capable of using bacarbonate can be naturally
selected for or genetically produced. In that connection, it would be inter-
esting to see whether fast-growing strains of Q. tikvahiae selected by Van
der Meer in Halifax [9J may be fast growing because of that ability.
Other species of seaweed do utilize bicarbonate readily and continue photo·
synthesis and growth at high pH. The green alga Y1Y! lactuca, was found to
produce oxygen at pH 9.1 at 72% the rate at pH 7.5 (vs. 19% for Gracilaria)
(Table 5). Ulva would be an ideal candidate for marine biomass production
for that reas;n-and because of its high inherent growth rate and potential
yield, were it not for the fact that the alga normally becomes reproductive
and sheds a large fraction of its biomass as microscopic gametes or zoospores
as often as once a week when it is growing rapidly. Dr. Howard Levine (U.
Mass.) has kindly provided the author with a sample of Ulva lactuca from a
population which he has never observed to become reproductive or to bear
fruiting bodies. In the several weeks it has since been grown in our cul-
ture system, it has also remained sterile, in contrast to several other
strains of the same species grown under the same conditions. A permanently
sterile clone of Ulv8, as may now be available, could represent an impor-
tant contribution to the marine biomass field.
The above observations on bicarbonate utilization by Gracilaria and Ulva
are not original to the present author. Almost exactly the same res~
with both species were reported in 1963 by L. R. Blinks [101, who also de-
scribed similar experiments with 22 other species of seaweeds. A complete
spectrum was found in the ability of the different species to utilize bicar-
bonate, with y!y! and Gracilaria, among others, representing the two ex-
tremes. The giant kelp, Mscrocystis, another popular candidate for marine
biomass production, photosynthesizes only marginally better than Gracilaria
at pH 9.0. This basic characteristic of seaweeds may thus be an important
criterion for the selection of candiadate species for marine biomass pro-
duction, if the systems used for such purposes are to consist of extensive
marine farms of high growth rate, high yield algal crops maintained in sea-
water that, for logistic or economic reasons, cannot be rapidly exchanged.
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WETLAND BIOMASS PRODUCTION
D. C. Pratt
University of Minnesota Botany Department
1445 Gortner Ave.
St. Paul, MN 55108
ABSTRACT
The use of wetlands to produce biomass crops has been the focus of several research
programs at the University of Minnesota. There are over 6 million hectares of peatlands
in the northern lakes states, Minnesota, Michigan and Wisconsin. Currently only 2.7%
of Minnesota peatlands are utilized for crop production. Tvpha )sPp. (cattails), Phrag-mites
communis (reed grass), Scirpus spp. (rushes), Carex spp. (sedges, and Phalaris arundinacea
(reed canarygrass), Alnus spp. (alder) and Salix spp. (willow) are some species being
considered as possible wetland energy cropS:-Using wetlands, including peat and wet
mineral soils, for the production of energy crops has several advantages:
1) Substantial wetland acreage is available,
2) Wetland crops will not be in competition with traditional crops for prime
agricultural lands,
3) Wetlands are naturally very productive habitats, often functioning as nutrient
sinks,
4) Wetland crops represent a less destructive alternative than peat mining,
5) A mixture of native wetland plants can be used, avoiding the traditional
monoeulture approach.
Typha looks particularly promising; it is easily propagated from seed or rhizomes, and
is very productive. The total biomass of natural Tvoha stands often exceeds 40 dry
tons/hectare; yields from stands established from rhizome pieces range from 25-30
tons/hectare the first year while stands established from seed yield 8-12 t/ha the first
season and 15-20 t/ha by the second season.
The current focus for Typha is the development of optimal land preparation, planting
and management techniques. Alternatives are first tested in small replicated field
plots; the most successful techniques will then be used to establish larger stands.
Studies of harvesting methods, biochemical conversion, land use considerations, possible
environmental constraints, and the overall economics of wetland energy crop production
are currently under way, administered by the University's Bio-Energy Coordinating
Office (BECO). The major long term objective of the cooperative research program is
to develop an efficient and renewable energy system using available resources while
minimizing damage to the environment.
BACKGROUND
Productivitv of Wetland Plants
H
1, a..L_
Table 1. STANDING CROP IN NATURAL STANDS OF POTENTIAL WETLAND ENERGY
CROPS.
Species Dry Weight, gm-2 Location Reference
Above Below
Ground Ground Total
CA'ITAILS
Typha ! glauea 1440 2650 4090 Minnesota 6
2320 2400 4720 Minnesota 4
1361 New York 7
2106 Iowa 2
T. latifolia 428-2252 Southeast, U.S. 8
1400 503 1903 Wisconsin 3
500-2000 200-1400 800-3400 Czechoslovakia 9
1::. elephantina 975-2464 1542-5269 India 10
t, angustifolia 564-1647 306-2861 4508 USSR 11
1118 England 12
BULRUSH
SCirpus fluviatilis 852 429 1281 Wisconsin 13
450 429 1833 Iowa 14
466 Iowa 2
REED
Phragmltes
communis 1110 Iowa 14
1118 Minnesota 15
1115 Czechoslovakia 9
REED CANARYGRASS
Phalaris
arundinaeea 1370 New York 16
870 England 17
1353 Wisconsin 13
SEDGE
Carex atherodes 1160 Minnesota 18
C. lacustris 738 Minnesota 18
940 134 1074 Wisconsin 13
857 161 1018 New York 19
1145 New York 20
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Natural Stands
Wetlands dominated by Typha and other emergent macrophytes are one of the most
productive natural systems in the temperate zone (1). Above ground standing crops in
natural stands often exceed 15 dry tons/hectare (2, 3) while total biomass in the most
productive stands of over 40 dry tons/hectare have been reported (4, 5). Table 1
summarizes productivity estmates of potential wetland crop including cattails, bulrushes,
reeds, reed canary grass, and sedges.
Typha is Particularly Attractive as a Biomass Crop. Table 2 presents a summary of
Tvpha yields from different regions. Reports of above ground dry weight range from
428 g/m 2 to 2464 g/m 2. These data should be interpreted cautiously, however, because
samples were collected at different times during the season, in different years, using
various sampling techniques. In some cases sample size was not sufficiently large to
insure that results are representative of yields over an entire region.
Table 2. CATTAIL YIELDS IN MANAGED STANDS
Dry Weight, gm-2
Above Below
Soecies Ground Ground Total Description
T. ! glauea 1486 5455 6941 Rhizomes, l.5m 2 paddies
soil mix + fertilizer,
Minnesota (5)
T. ! glauea 810-1540 2670-3200 3670-4210 Rhizomes, 1.5m2 paddies,
soil mix + fertilizer, :\lIN (21)
T. ! glauca 1298-1469 1346-1762 2644-3231 Rhizomes, 1.5m2 paddies,
peat + fertilizer, MN (22)
T. latifolia 2673-3349 1973-2581 5254-5802 Rhizomes, outdoor hydro-
ponte cultures, Czechoslovakia
(23)
T. latifolia 920-1200 Transolanted seedling'S,
second year, Florida (24)
T. x zlaucn 1268-1448 519-840 1697-2268 Seed, 105m2 paddies, second
year, MN (22)
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Typha Yields in Managed Stands
Table 2 presents a summary from the literature of~ productivity in managed
stands established with rhizomes, seedlings and seed. Generally total biomass equals
or exceeds figures from natural stands. Obviously factors such as method of stand
establishment (rhizomes, seedlings, seed), nutrient availability, planting density and
management techniques have a tremendous effect on final yields and the yields obtained
from small, carefully managed stands cannot necessarily be achieved in field trials. A
field study was initiated in 1980 to examine some of these variables.
Peatland Stand Establishment Study. Tvoha was established in a northern Minnesota
peatland using rhizomes and seed. The influence of planting density, substrate
preparation, and fertilizer application on the seasonal development and productivity of
trial plots was investigated (25). Table 3 summarizes some of the results of this study.
Substrate preparation (rotovated or excavated), fertilizer application and increased
planting density resulted in significantly increased yields. A maximum yield of 16
tons/hectare was obtained with a late May planting date using a planting rate of 25
rhizomes/m2 with 90, 158 and 300 kg/ha of N, P, and K respectively. Although final
yield increased with planting density stand establishment using relatively low planting
rates may be cost effective.
PROJECT OBJECTIVES
A multidisciplinary team of researchers from the Departments of Botany, Ecology and
Horticulture at the University of Minnesota is working on wetland crop production.
The major objectives are to develop land preparation, propagation, planting and
management practices that optimize sustained yield while minimizing energy costs and
environmental degradation. While the initial focus is on the continued development of
cattails as a commercial crop, several other potential wetland biomass crops will be
considered including reeds, bulrushes, and sedges.
OUTLINE OF RESEARCH PROGRAM
I. Selection and Propagation of Wetland Biomass Crops
A. Identification of Promising Species
B. Selection of Highly Productive Individuals
C. Micropropagation Studies
D. Maeropropagatton Studies
E. Production of Commercial Scale Quantities
II. Field Trials
A. Site Preparation Methods
B. Planting Techniques
C. Fertilizer Requirements
D. Insect and Weed Control Techniques
E. Harvesting Schedule and Regrowth
III. Establishment of Large Plots (Year 2)
A. Site Selection
B. Site Preparation and Planting
C. Monitor Growth
D. Monitor Environmental Effects
TABLE 3 EFFECTS OF TREATMENTS ON STANDING CROP AND DENSITya
Effect of Planting Density
Area tested
T. latifolia
Rotovated ,fertilized
T. ! glauca
Rotovated ,fertilized
T. latifolia
Excavated ,fertilized
Density vs densi tv
91m2 vs 251m2
41m2 vs 251m2
11m2 vs 251m 2
41m 2 vs 91m 2
11m2 vs 91m 2
11m2 vs 41m2
11m2 vs 4/m 2b
41m2 vs 91m2
11m2 vs 91m 2
11m2 vs 41m2
Standing crop
s
S
S
S
s
ns
ns
ns
s
s
Final densitvy
S
5
5
ns
s
ns
ns
ns
s
ns
Effect of Substrate Preparation
Rotovated vs excavated
T. latifolia, fertilized
1':" latifolia, fertilized
T. latifolia, fertilized
Rotovated vs unrotovated
t:. latifolia, fertilized
T. latifolia, unfertilized
T. ! glauca, fertilized
Effect of Fertilizer
Fertilized vs nonfertilized
T. latifolia
T. latifolia
Effect of Species Type
!:.latifolia vs T. ! glauca
Rotova ted, fertilized
Rotovated, fertilized
91m2
4/m2b
1/m2b
91m2
91m2
1/m2b
91m2
91m 2
4/m2b
1/m 2b
ns
ns
ns
s
s
s
S
5
ns
ns
ns
os
ns
ns
ns
s
ns
ns
ns
ns
as = significant difference, ns = no significant difference, = 0.05.
bT-test.
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CURRENT FOCUS
Selection
Identifiea tion of Promising Genotypes
Cattail rhizomes were collected from productive natural stands identified from previous
studies (26). The rhizomes were planted in peat-filled paddies using a 6 x 6 latin
square design in order to compare productivity under identical growing conditions. This
experiment will also provide us with sufficient planting material for more extensive
experiments in subsequent seasons.
Propagation
The three stages in the propagation work include:
1. Establishment of Typha explants in tissue culture with formation of callus tissue.
2. Proliferation of individual plantlets in tissue culture, and
3. Establishment of these plantlets in soil and then in the field.
Current work with Typha is now at step 1.
Attempts to micropropagate~ began in December, 1980. Four trials have been
conducted, averaging 160 explants each. Stock plants have also been grown from seed
and rhizomes, some under sterile conditions, to serve as explant sources. There are a
large number of factors which must be considered in starting micropropagation work
with a new species. Some of these factors and some of the possible alternatives which
are being used with Typha include: 1) Part of plant being used as the explant, 2) Culture
medium, 3) Plant growth regulators, 4. Environmental conditions, 5) State of medium,
and 6) Decontamination procedures.
Establishment of Typha rhizome explants in a sterile tissue culture environment has
been slow. Explants survive longest when kept in the dark. The parts of stock plants
which have successfully grown in culture are buds, germinating seeds, and intercalary
meristems of young leaves. The medium/growth regulator combination which has
produced the best growth so far is Linsmaiser and Skoog medium with 5 rng/l 2,4-D.
Less contamination occurs when explants are pre-soaked in sucrose and then a fungicide.
Field Trials
Land preparation, planting and management alternatives are first being tested in small
replicated field plots. Variables being examined include type of planting material
(rhizomes, seedlings, seed), fertilizer application rates, timing of fertilizer application,
machine planting and depth of peat removal The most successful techniques will be
used to establish larger stands.The objectives of the first three experiments are to
determine the effect of fertilizer applications on Tyoha yields in peat soils, the rate
of nutrient uptake over the growing season and the effects of timing the application
of fertilizer to coincide with maximum nutrient uptake. Since space limitations preclude
the presentation of a detailed description of each experiment, Experiment G8101 will
serve as an example.
Experiment G8101 - Fertilization Study
Objectives:
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1) Determine the effect of different combinations of fertilizer on the amount of above
and below ground biomass produced after one and two years on a previously uncultivated
peat soil.
2) Determine the nutrient standing crop after one and two years.
3) Determine the effect of different combinations of fertilizer on density increase and
shoot height over the course of two growing seasons.
4) Determine the effect of different combinations of fertilizer on soil fertility after
one and two years.
5) Provide a source of above ground biomass for experiments involving harvesting and
handling of biomass.
Design:
1) Blocked complete factorial (3 x 2 x 2)
2) Factors: Nitrogen (3 levels), Phosphorus (2 levels), Potassium (2 levels)
3) Levels: a) Nitrogen - 0, 75, and 150 kg (elemental form)
Phosphorus - 0, 150 kg/ha (oxide form)
Potassium - 0, 300 kg!ha (oxide form)
4) Treatments per block: 12
5) Blocks: 4
6) Total Plots: 48
7) Size of Plots: 3 m x 5 m
8) Planting Density: 9 rhizomes/m 2
9) Field Prerparation: a) field wa.s disked 3" deep and dragged, b) 70 kg/ha of Peters
Fritted Trace Elements, c) 20 kg/he. of CUS04, d) plots were fertilized and then
rotovated to a depth of 6".
Observations and Samoling::
1) Density
2) Height
3) Insect Damage
4) Competitors
5) Water level
6) Soil samples for nutrient and bulk density analysis
7) Above and below ground plant samples for biomass determination, and tissue nutrient
analysis.
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